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INTRODUCTION

One of the "close down products" of the Ohio State University-based

Model Training Project requested by NIE personnel was a wrap-up of the

current phase of development on the Self Assessment of Evaluation Skills

(SAES) instrument, with documentation and reporting of all work completed.

That documentation and reporting are the purpose of the report which

follows.

Numerous persons have been involved with SAES since its inception,

and their contributkra to the work reported below are acknowledged at

this time. Dr. Mary Anne Sunda and Dr. Daniel Stufflebeam should be

recognized for the initial conceptualization of the SAES study, for the

development of the SAES instrument, and for continued interest in the

SAES project. Students from the Model Training Project who have been

actively involved in the SAES study are Unhai Ahn, Phyllis Falk, and

Andrea Lash. Specifically, the correlational analysis of the SAES data

reported below was completed by Ahn; the follow-up of nonrespondents to the

SAES instrument Was conducted by Falk; and the item contamination study

was completed by Lash. Nancy Riddle, Sharon Kelley, and Jennifer Hixson

have been able secretaries to the SAES staff, and their help throughout

this study is appreciated.
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BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

The Model Training Project (NIP) based at The Ohio State University

had as its major purpose the development of a training program which

would, when implemented, meet the total range of evaluation trliining needs

within the member agencies or the MTP consortium. (Readers are referred 4

to the document by Hilderbrand, et al., in this final report series which

describes that consortium.) If the MTP's goal was achieved, staff members

felt that this newly-developed program would provide one model of the

types of evaluation training needed throughout the field of education.

During early Winter, 1971, the MTP staff held a retreat to concen-

trate on project development. A concern felt by most staff members was

that training in evaluation should not become a set curriculum for all

students. Rather, the staff members felt that some process which would

allow individual program planning would better fit the structure of

the MTP.

One of the major premises of the MTP was that evaluation is a team

activity, and therefore persons must be trained to fill different positions

on'suchea team. It follows, then, that persons must be trained differently,

depending on their positiions on a team -- i.e., depending on their evalua-

tion role.-

A problem exists, however, in that evaluation roles are presently at

a primitive stage of definition. The skills and knowledge needed by persons

who perform different evaluation roles are not widely recognized; even

among those persons writing in this area, there is no consensus of just

what it takes to be a "competent evaluator." Therefore, one of the first

jobs for members of the MTP staff was to try to define all the competencies

6
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required collectively by all the members of an evaluation team. That

definition of -kills and knowledge is called the Universe of Evaluation

Competencies (UEC). Mainly the result of a conceptual effort, it was

recognized that the UEC must be validated by empirical studies. The

Self Assessment uf Evaluation Skills (SAES) instrument was developed for

that validation purpose"

The UEC was divided into ten major sections, each of which represented,

in the view of the authors of the UEC, a necessary component in the

building of an evaluation profession. These ten sections were:

1) Administrative Leadership in Evaluation, 2) Research in Evaluation,

3) Development of Evaluation Methodology, 4) Instruction in Evaluation,

5) Implementation in Evaluation, 6) Development of Evaluation Systems,

7) Diffusion of Evaluation Developments, 8) Use of Evaluation in Educa-

tional Leadership, 9) Use of Evaluation in Teaching, and 10) Use of

Evaluation in Curriculum Development. Skill areas were defined for the

ten major sectionc; further, competencies were specified for each of the

skill areas. It is from this third level of the UEC that the SAES

instrument was developed.

UEC was checked for completeness against pertinent past research

(e.g., the AERA Task Force on Research Training data, the Oregon Studies

data). Each time a competency was found in that research which was not

Included in the UEC, it ues added to the UEC. in addition, one of the

researchers in this field of investigation (Blaine Worthen, the director

of the AERA Task Force) examined the UEC to determine its comprehensiveness.

After these two content validation steps, MTP staff felt relatively com-

fortable about the inclusiveness of the set of competencies listed in the

7
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UEC, and also felt that the UEC and the related SAES Instrument could serve

as a basis for empirical research and program development.

Three uses were to be made of the SAES instrument. First, and most

important for the purpose of validating the UEC, a national survey of

members of the evaluation profession was to be conducted. Second, students

in an evaluation training program could check their level of competence

in certain skill areas with SAES. Third, learnrng experiences (e.g.,

classes, simulations) could be described on Xhe basis of which skills

from SAES they were designed to transmits"-

When the instrument was first written, it contained approximately 300

items. The items were grouped according to the ten major sections of the

1EC. Respondents (MTP saff and some students) were asked to rate their

level of competence in each skill on a scale from I no competence) to

5.(expert in the field).

The first revision of the instrument included a formA change and

clarification of ambiguous items: The titles of the ten UEC sections were

dropped to lessen the possibility of bias in responses. The instrument was

divided into three content equivalent forms of 113 items each (with some

overlap of items among forms). This Was done for purposes of practicality;

it Was hoped that shortening the instrument would increase the response

rate in the national survey of practicing evaluators mentioned earlier.

Also at this time, separate directions and answer sheets were prepared,

corresponding to the three planned uses of SAES, for 1) practicing evalua-

tors, 2) students, and 3) learning experiences.

After this revision, two groups of persons responded to the instrument

in relation to their level of competence for each of the skills listed in
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all three forms of the instrument. The two groups were 1).all students

tA . , 4.,

in an evaluation class at Ohio State University, ard other HTP students

not in the class, and 2) leaders In the field of evaluation who comprise

the Working Group on Evaluation. A Q-factor analysis was performed on

the data to see if the instrument would differentiate between students

and practicing evaluators. The results of that analysis showed, in fact,

perfect discrimination. Specifically, the first two factors differentiated

the two geoups of individuals perfectly with eigen values of 5.85 and 2.45,

respectively. The first factor accounted for 20% of the variance and the

second factor accounted for an additional 9% in an orthogonal space.

Also at this time, the three forms of the SAES instrument were

analyzed to determine the equivalency of scores among the three forms

and the internal consistency within the three forms. The results of

that analysis were as follows:

Form IA mean response - 1.96 (on a scale from 1-5)
Split-half reliability - .99

Form 1B mean response - 1.96 (on a scale from 1-9)

Split-half reliability - 1.00

Form IC mean response - 1.87 (on a scale from 1-5)
Split-half reliability - .99

'/1n July, 1972, representatives from the MTP consortium agencies

critiqued the DEC and SAES. Several concerns about SAES were raised,

prompting the MTP staff to engase consultants to work with the SAES staff

in further revision of the instrument. The SAES instrument whic4 resulted

from these revisions was a 234-item instrument which was to be used by

practicing evaluators in answering three questions: 1) How competent are

you in this skill? 2) How important is this skill to the successful

completion of your duties? and 3) How interested are you in performing
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this skill?

The two new response scales, importance and interest, were added

because the MTP staff and consortium representatives were hesitant to say

that just because evaluators presently practicing in the field have certain

competencies in certain skills, a training program should be developed on

the basis of that data alone: The two new scales were developed to allow

more information to be available to the MTP staff and other curriculum

developers.

/This version of SAES was administered to a small group of students

and incumbent evaluators and was found to be relatively free of ambiguities.

The instrument was judged, then, to be ready ror pilot testing. In the

remainder of this.report, that pilot test (including methods and procedures

used, results obtained, and conclusions drawn from the results) is described.

10
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PROCEDURES

The original purpose of the pilot test was to test the usefulness

.applicability and understandability)-Of the SAES instrument on a

small group of practicing evaluators before the full national survey

was undertaken. Also, the SAES staff hoped to learn two additional

things: 1) would the data received from the pilot test be amenable to

the analyses that were planned for the full survey, and 2) what percen-

tage of returned questionnaires might reasonably be expected for the

full survey. In order to answer those questions, several different

methods and procedures were used. A description of the procedures is

included In this section of the report.

General Procedures

In this section, general procedures relating to the distrrbution of

the SAES instrument are described. Included are the population and sample

for the pilot test, questionnaires and cover letter used in the pilot

test, data collection, and statistical treatment of the data. Following

this section, descriptions are given of additional substudies witich were

undertaken in conjunction with the pilot test in order to answer specif:

ically certain questions noted above.

Population and Sample. The population of concern in this study was

ail incumbent educational evaluators. It was uncertain how much of this

experimental population was accessible. Four source., were used to

complete a directory of practicing evaluators; approximately 2,500 persons

were identified through these sources. The SAES staff believed that

7
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these names represented a large enough proportion of the experimental

population that the listing of names could, for all practical purposes,

be considered complete.

The four sources which were used to identify incumbent evaluators

am lisied below.

1) The membership roster from Division H (School Evaluation
and Program Development) of the American Educational Research
Association

2) The mailing list for the Interfacer, a newsletter published
by the Model Training Project

3) Two lists of evaluation consultants compiled by RObert Stake

4) Personal address files of several evaluation specialists

In the full survey, it was planned that all persons in the identified

population would be sent a SAES instrument. In the pilot test, however,

a 10% sample was deemed sufficient to answer the questions of interest.

Accordingly, a stratified random sample of 252 persons was drawn, with

address (either home or office) being the stratifying variable. Of the

252 persons in the sample, 132 had office addresses and 120 had home

addresses; this was the proportion of office end home addresses found in

the exoerimental population.

Questionnaires and Cover Letter. As previously discussed, the SAES

instrument was already developed and ready for use (a copy may be found

in Appendix A of this report). Other materials which had been prepared

previously and rplded only minor revisions to be sent with the instrument

were the Directions for Oompleting the Self Assessment of Evaluation

Skills Instrument, the Answer Sheet, the Item Critique Form, and the

Role Description Questionnaire (a copy of each is Included in Appendix B).

1
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The Role Description Questionnaire contained items intended to gather

personalogIcal data about questionnaire respondents. Questions centered

on the respondent's educational background and his employment responsi-

bilities. One purpose of the pilot test was to validate the 24 role

descriptions listed in the Role Description Questionnaire. It was hoped

that in the full survey a checklist-type questionnaire could be developed

to gather this personalogical data.

The cover letter accompanying the SAES and other instruments was a

multilithed letter with each person's hame and address typed on the letter.

The letterhead of the stationery read "Commission for the Study of the

Evaluation Profession." This Commission was organized by the SAES staff

for two purposes: 1) to provide on-going critiques of the instruments,

procedures, etc., to be used in both the pilot test and the full survey,

and 2) to provide credibility for the study through the individuals listed

as members of the Commiss4on. Readers are referred to the Sunda paper

(which appears later in this report) for a more complete description of

the work of the Commission.

Data Collection. The initial mailing of cover letter, SAES, and other

materials was made on November 10, 1972. Three weeks later, on November

30, 1972, a follow-up reminder was sent. As will be explained in e later

section of this report, half of the nonrespondents at this time received

a postcard follow-up and the other half of-the nonrespondents received

a follow-up letter with all the instruments and enclosures that had been

included in the initial mailing. A second follow-up reminder, this time

a postcard for all nonrespondents, was sent on December 15, 1972.

January 12, 1973, was the date chosen as the cut-off, beyond which returned

,.......
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questionnaires were not included in the analyses.

JEsch packet of materials was numbered so that returned questionnaires

could be checked off a master list. As will be discussed later, one of

three types of return envelope was included in each packet, the three

types of envelope being :T.:Aped, business reply, and unstamped. (Copies

of all folloW-up correspondence may be found in Appendix C.)

Three Substudies

In the next three sections, specific procedures are described relating

to three substudies undertaken to answer these questions:

1) How could the response rate be increased without increasing

the cost of the study?

2) Are the SAES items clear?

3) Why did some persons fail to respond to the request to
complete the SAES instrument?

Pmcedures for Mailing Costs Substudv. As in any mailed question-

naire study, the SAES staff was concerned about maximizing response rates.

In most cases, the validity of the results of a questionnaire study is

only as good as tha response rate, i.e., the higher the response rate,

the more confklence ene can place in the results. There are many tech-

niques which researchers employ to try to attain high response rates,

and some of the techniques (such as personal or telephone follow-up) do

seem to be effective in increasing return rates.

Unfortunately, some of the more effective techniques are quite

expensive. In working with a pilot test sample of 252, the SAES staff

could have felt relatively free to do whatever they could to achieve high

response rates, regardless of the cost. Since a primary purpose of the

1 4
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pilot test was to estimate the response rate the full survey might achieve,

however, the SAES staff could do nothing in the pilot test that they would

not do in the full survey. With the number of potential respondents set

at 2,500 in the fuil survey, cost did become a factor. In the pilot test,

therefore, two variables were investigated to determine the most cost-

effective means for achieving a high response rate.

The two variables included in this substudy were mode of follow-up

and format of return envelope. A completely crossed 2 x 3 factorial

design (two levels of follow-up, three levels of return envelope) was

employed. Pilot test tespondents were randomly asSigned'tb the six cells,

with the constraint that the population proportion of respondents with

home or office addresses Wes maintained in these six cells. (in actuality,

there were 36 cella in the design. A thiold classification variable

relating to the item critique substudy was included in the experimental

design;"there were six levels of that variable.)

The two levels of follow-up Were postcard and letter (with SAES and

all other materials from the initial mailing included for a second time).

This dichotomy was studied for the first follow-up contact only; at the

time of the second follow-up, all nonrespondents received a postcard

reminder.

The three return.envelope formats were stamped, business reply, and

unstamped. Except for the postage, all envelopes were the same. The
woof

effect of this variable was studied through the first follow-up as well.

Procedures for Item Critique and Item Contamination Substudies.

Persons who had critiqued the SAES instrument questioned the appropriate-
affl.

ness of items containing two verbs in a single item. These items forced

15
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respondents to produce one rating for what might be-two separate skins.

In order to determine if information on respondents' skilIs was lost

in the double verb items (because respondents may have to average the

ratings for each skill or respond to one skill only), a substudy was

included in the SAES pilot test. The purpose of the substudy was to

see if_responses to double verb items (implying two skills) differed from

responses to each.of Iwo single verb items measuring the same skills.

All double verb items were noted in the SAES instrument and reviewed

by the SAES staff. Items whose verbs C'ould imply two separate skills

(e.g.,, to design and administer an evaluation), or two levels of one skili,

were chosen for the study. Twenty-eight such items were chosen for

inclusion.

Each double verb item was then rewritten into two separate items (so

respondents could answer each item separately). These new, singleverb

items were reviewed by the SAES staff for clarity and appropriateness.

.Samples for three cells were randomly drawn from the poputation,

which at this time contained the approximately, 2,500 names minus the 252

persons in the pilot.test sample. A total of 120 persons was drawn and

40 persons were randomly assigned to each cell. The population's propor-

tion of home and office addresses was maintained in the sample and in

the cells.

Each respondent received the Role Description Questionnaire, a stamped

return envelope, and a set of SAES items. The packets were mailed

November 17, 1972.

Group 1 received all new single verb items (N = 56) and 8 single
verb items randomly chosen from the original SAES for a total
of 64 items.

16
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Group 2 received 1/2 of the new single verb items (N 28, one item
randomly chosen from each pair of items) and the same 8 single
verb items from the original SAES for a total of 96 items.

-

Group 3 received all 28 double verb items and the same 8 single
verb items from the original SAES for a total of 96 items.

The eight s.ingle verb items chosen from the original SAES were

included so responses to these items could be compared among the three

grout3s, it was assumed that mean responses to these items would be

(statistically) the same for all three groups.

eubjects who had not returned their answer sheets were sent follow-

up reminders on December 7, 1972. These follow-ups included the same

material that was in the original mailing. (The items included in this

substudy, and all materials sent to the respondents in this sample, are

included in Appendix D.)

In addition to this substudy, each person in the pilot test sample

of 252 critiqued a portion of the SAES items or the Role DescriptiOn

Questionnaire. The total sample of 252 persons was divided into six

groups: five groups critiqued 50 items each (for clarity and ease in

responding), and one group critic:pied the Role Description Questionnaire.

For the 234 SAES items, respondents answered two likert-type items for

each SAES item. The descriptors for the clarity scale were:

.1) The item was completely understandable.

2) The item was moderately clear.

3) The item was moderately ambiguous.

4) The item was completely ambiguous.

The descriptors for the ease of answering scale were:

1) The item was easy to answer.

2) The item was moderately easy.

17
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3) The item was moderately difficult.

4) The item was difficult to answer.

the critique of the Rote Description Questionnaire was conducted by

answering five open-ended items about the questionnaire.

Orocedures for Nonresoonaent Bias Check. In order to assess possible

differences between respondents and nonrespondentt, a telephone follow-up

of nonrespondents was conducted. Approximately fifteen pircent of the

nonretpondents (N = 22) was randomly selected to. be included in the foiloW-up

study-. This fiftetn percent of nonrespondents was compared with approx-

iMately fifteen percent of the respondents who returned usable question-

nairet.

in the pilot studyi the sample had been divided into several subgroups.

Some of the sample Iad home addresses while some had office addresses. In

each of these two groups, the sample was further divided by types of

return envelope: some persons received stamped return envelopes, some

received business reply envelopes, and some received envelopes with no

return postage. A proportionate number of respondents and nonrespondents

were sampled from each of the subgroups. The nwmber of members in the

subgroups was often not conducive to.proportionate sampling within the

restrictions of a fifteen percent sample. For cases in which an addi-

tional member was needed to complete the fifteen percent sample, the

subgroup from which the additional member was drawn was randomly selected.

The respondents and nonrespondents were compared on the following six

variables:

1) position title

2) role description

3) employing institution/department

:.?
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4) length of time in present position

5) highest degree

60 date of highest degree

In addition to the six variables listed above, another variable

was investigated. In order to obtain an indication of the reasons for

their failure to respond to the questionnaire, the nonrespondents were

queried in regard to this issue.

-In the next section, general results as well as.results for each of
W."

the substudies described above are presented. The statistical treatment

of the data is discussed as an introductory se§ment to each set of

-results.

19
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RESULTS
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In this section of the report, results from the various substudies

and other analyses are given. In addition, the statistical techniques

1

uted in each analysis are listed before the results are described.

4

General Results

Thirty-one percent (N a 77) of the 252 SAES instruments mailed to

respondents were returned to the SAES staff with completely usable._ ,

responses. An additional eight questionnaires were partially completed

and eeturned, while 21 were either undeliverable or returned blank.

the Role Description Qmestionnaires returned by the 77 persons who

responded completely to the SAES instrument provided information about

the educational and professional experience of the respondents. Table 1

shows the distribution of respondents among:the various categories

contained in the questionnaire. Professional experience data relates

to the respondents' present position. Because respondents could choose

more than one descriptor in certain categories (e.g., university admini-

strator and university professor), the figures below do not always sum

to 77.

Table 1

Description of Respondents
to SAES lnetrument (N 77)

Present Job Title

Administrator: School building - 1

Teacher: clementary or secondary - 1

RDE Spec': School building - 1

Administrator: School district - 6

RDE Spec: School district - 5

1

Administrator: College or univ. - 14
Professor: College or univ. - 26
RDE Spec: College or univ. - 5
Administrator: R & D Lab - 2
Specialist: R & D Lab 4

(Table i continued)

Research, Development, or Evaluation Specialist

20
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Table 1 (continued)

Description of Respondents
to SAES Instrument (M n 77)

........0 .0 .*

Present Job Title (continued)

Specialist
2
: School district - 1 Other administrator - 8

Administrator: State dept. of aloe. - 1 Other ROE specialist - 3
RDE Spec: State dept. of educ. - 4

Present Role Description

Administrator: Reseire - 11
Adqnittritot: Evaluation - 9
A4Olattrator: Developinent - 1
Other.admini.stratór - 19
TfOfe0or: Research couraes - 9
PrOfeSiOr: Evaluation courses - 3
PeOfaitOr: Developnient cOurses - 6
Other college professor - 16
Teadher: Elementary or secondary - 1
Spedialist: Evaluation design - 11
Specialist: Evaluation implementat
Consultant: Evaluation - 10
EduCational program auditor - 2

Other consultant - 2
Product developer - 2
PragraMilleveloper - 2.
RéSaardher - 12

analyst - 4
Psychologist - 1.
tpeCialist: Diffusion/dissemi-

. nation - 3
Evaluator of federal projects - 8
Counselor - 2

ion - 7 Director of testing program - 2
institutional researcher - 2
Other - 1

Present employing

University/Education - 28
University/Psychology - 1
Univ./specially funded project

or center . 8
School system/elem: school - 1
School system/sec. school - 1

School system/evaluation, account-
ability, and/or planning and
research - 8

School system/special education - 1

Agency/Department

School system/testing, student
information - 1

School system/guidance, pupil per-
sonnel sirvices - 2

Lab or Center/specially funded
projects - 6

State dept. of educ./research, eval-
uation, planning - 3

State dept. of educdspecial
projects - 2

Other - 9

Length of Time in Present Position

Less than 1 year - 13 3 - 5 years - 20 More than 10 years - 4

1 - 2 years - 22 6 - 10 years - 8

Degree Required for Present Position

Bachelor's - 3 Master's - 21 Master's plus - 2 Doctorate - 39

(Table 1 continued)

2

Specialist at district level, e.g.,.psychologist

21
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None - 44
Teaching - 5

Table I (continued)

Description of Respondents
to SAES instrument (N 77)

Certification Required for Present Position

Supervision - 2 Social Work - 1

Administration - 4 Other - 4

18

It would appear from looking at Table 1 that the sample was over-

represented with persons from colleges and universities. This is under.

itandable, since it is likely that the vast majority of AERA members

(the primary source of names in the SAES staff's directory of evaluators)

are college or university personnel. Before the full survey could have

been undertaken, it would probably have been necessary to augment the

directory with the names of (possibly numerous) evaluators from settings

other than universities. (This point is discussed further in the

"Limitations of this Study" section later in this report.)

Results of Correlation Analysis

The 234 SAES items which were sent to the pilot test sample were

developed from the Universe of Evaluation Competencies, which has been

described in an earlier section of this report. The 234 items were

grouped on an a priori basis into eight categories of items; each

OM.

category was thought to represent a distinct skill area necessary for

the successful completion of evaluation activities. One of the purposes

of the full survey was to test aopirically this logical grouping of

items through the use of factor analytic techniques. Because of the

.small number of responses to the pilot test (14 ir 77), it was impossible

to factor analyze the pilot test results, but the SAES staff wanted to
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have some idea (even though it might be tenuous) of the validity of the

eight logical groups. For this reason, correlation analyses of the

pilot test data were performed.

Two different correlation analyses were perfonmed. One was under-

taken to determine inter-item correlations among the 234 items. The

BMD X134 program was used for this analysis. The second analysis was

concerned with inter-scale correlations (i.e., the intercorrelations

amonc, the competenceOmportance, and interest scales). The BMO 090

prog-am was used for this analysis.-

,

Inter-item correlations. The eight logically derived areas or

categories of skills comprising the SAES instrument are as follows:

1) knowledge of innovation in evaluation, 2) public relations, 9) data

processing, 4) educational measurement, 5) evaluation administration,

6) relating evaluation to relevant disciplines, 7) communications, and

8) research design analysis. A list of the items corresponding to

each skill area may be found in Appendix E.

For this analysis, items were grouped according to the category in

which they were placed on # priori grounds. An inter-item correiation

matrix was computed for each of the eight categories of items. Then the

items were put back in numerical order (i.e., they were no longer grouped

according to the eight categories) and another inter-Item correlation

matrix was formed. Using a table of critical values for the correlation

coefficient (Glass & Stanley, Statistical Methods in Education and

Psychology, p. 536), all correlations which were significant at the .01

revel of confidence were noted. Table 2 shows the percentage of signifi-
.

cant correlations in each category as well as the percentage of signifi-

cant correlations in the total SAES instrument.. That is, the percent
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of significant correlations between an item and all othmr items not

in its logical group is the number shown in the 'Total" entry.

Table 2

Percent of Significant Inter-item Correlations

Category

Number of

Items in
Category

Percent of
Significant
Correlations

I. Knowledge of innovation in evaluation 46 72.8'
2. Public relations 8 66.7
3. Data processing 1/ 87.2
4. Educational measurement 34 65.4
5. Evaluation administration 50 76.4
6. Relating evaluation to relevant disci-

plines 12 84.8
7. Communications 22 44.5
8. Research design analysis 51 68.2

Total 234 40.2

As shown in Table 2, items within each category appear to hove

higher intercorrelations than the items between categories. The cohesive-

ness of the items was most evident in categories 1, 3, 5, 6, and 8.

These five categories had more significant correlations (p < .01) and

categories 2 and 4 had more significant correlations (p < .05) than the

intercorrelations among the total set of items (the 40.2% figure noted

above). The percent of correlations in category 7 was not significantly

different from the total group.

Intmr-scale correlations. Because it was important to determine the

independence of the three response scales (competence, interest, and

importance), an inter-scale correlation matrix was computed for the total

set of items and for the eight logically derived categories of items.

The results of that analysis are shown in Table 3.
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Table 3

a
Average lnterscale Co:relations

Category

Number of
Items in
Category ci

r
cm

rim

I. Knowledge of innovation in
evaluation 46 .55 .46 .64

2. Public relations a .52 .33 .47
3. Date processtng 11 .54 .35 .47
4. Educational measurement 34 .53, .43 .60

5. gvaluation administration 50 .56 .52 .60
6. Relating evaluation to

relevant disciplines 12 .56 .45 .62

7. Communications 22 .52 .43* .61*
8. Research design analysis 51 .55 .43 .59

Total 234

NOTE: c competenée, i 8. interest, m importance

* The difference between :43 and .61 is significant at the .05 level,
but because of the number of correlations computed, this might be
expected by chance.

In general, there were high correlations among the three scales.

The correlation between the interest and importance scales (rim) was _the

highest, with an average of .59. The correlation between the competence

and intereSt scales (rci) was the second higtast, .54. The correlation

between the competence and importance scales (rcm) was the lowest, .45.

However, there was no significant difference among these three correla-

tions. This overall trend was also evident when items were grouped for

each category, with the exception of categories 2 and 3.

It is difficult to draw any clear conclusions from the above results.

it seems safe to say, however, that the three scales are not really'

independent. Before the full survey would be conducted, it would be-

wise to determine if all three scales are actually needed.
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In Appendix F, inter-scale correlations for all items mey be found.

Results of Item and ROI* Description Qmestionnaire Critique

As previously discussed, the 252 persons in the silot test sample

were randomly assigned to six groups for the purpose of critiqueing the

234 SAES items and the Role Description Questionnaire. Responses within

these six groups were as follows:

Group ResoonSes

1 (critique of items j-50)
2 (critique of items51A00)
3 (critique of items 101..150)

4 (critique of items 151-400)
5 (critique of items 201-234)
6 (critique of Role Description Questionnaire)

11

14

9
17

9
11

26.2

33.3
21.4*
40.5*
21.4*
26.2

*The difference between 21.4% and 404% is significant at the .05
level. That should not be a limitation, however, of the results
reported in this section.

The analysis procedures for the item critique included two main

tasks: 1) computing descriptive statistics (mean, standard deviation,

standard error, range) for each item by using the DMO 010 program, and

2) identifying items which might have problems of ambiguity. This second

analysis was performed by surrounding the mean of each item in both the $,

clarity and ease of answering scales (see pp. 13-14) with a confidence

interval. If tert > 2.5 for an item on either of the two scales, the

item was determined to be possibly ambiguous and in need of a further

check. This further check was performed by referring to a notebook which

had beer kept on all SAES items. The notebook contained 234 pages, one

for each item. Anytime a person provided a written comment about an item

in addition to his numerical rating of the item, the comment was recorded

in the notebook.
26
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The mean and standard deviation for each item on the competence

scale only are provided in Appendix F. In Appendix G, the items which were

revised as a result of the item critique appear.

The Role Description Questionnaire critiaue wes performed by answering

five open-ended questions. Most respondents agreed that most of the ques-

tions were conducive to the checklist format. The 24 role descriptions

were. not particularly.useful;SAof the il.respondents in-this group had

trouble identifying themselves according b) the role descriptions. A

point made by several respondents was that they performed several of the

tasks, but for less than full time or even for less thin half time. For

this reason, it was planned that in the full survey, a list of roles

would be provided, beside which a series of columns would be placed. Each

column would represent a different amount of a person's professional

time (e.g., 0-20X, 21-407,). In that format, if a person usually spent

one day per week consulting on evaluation problems, he would simply

place a check in the 0-20% column opposite the "Consultant:evaluation"

entry.

Results of Item Contamination Study

For the competence scale only, the mean response to each double verb

item was compared to the mean response of the tmo single verb items formed

from the doub!e verb item. For example, item 1 on the double verb list

was divided into item 17 (on the list of 36 single verbs and on the list

of 64 single verbs) and item 57 (on the list of 64 single verbs). A

one-way analysis of variance was performed comparing the mean response of

items 1, 17, and 57 on the competence scale. The purpose of having two

lists of single verbs (one with 36 items and one with 64 items) was tO
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determine if the length of the instrument had anything to do with response

rate. An analysis of variance was performed on the response rates for

all three instruments (36 single verbs, 64 single verbs, 36 double verbs)

and no significant difference was found.

Of the 36 double verb items, 4 had means which were significantly

different when the items were divided into two single verb items (2 at

the .05 level, 2 at the .025 level). The means from the eight single

verb items from the original SAES were not significantly different among

the three groups. From this, one could imply that the three groups were

quite well matched and the four significant differences were, in fact,

real differences. Since the number of items which might have been

expected to differ by chance alone is fewer than two at the .05 level,

the fact that four items were significantly different does seem to

corroborate the belief that some information might have been lost by

including two verbs in one item. ft is likely, therefore, that in the

SAES instrument to be used in the full survey, the double lied; items would

have been separated tO fain single verb items.

Results of Nonrespondent Bias Check

The purpose of this substudy was to see if respondents differed from

nonrespondents on aby variables of interest. If the two groups did differ,

the results of any analyses performed on the responses would likely be

biased to some unknown.degree. If the groups did not differ, it was

possible that the results could still be biased; but the likelihood of

that occurring was considered to be Tess than if the gnoups did differ.

Chi-square tests were performed on the six variables of interest

(present position title, role description, employer, length of time in
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present position, highest degree, date of highest degree). No significant

-differences in any of these variables were found between the 15% randomly

sampled nonrespondents and the 15% randomly sampled respondents. (rhe

answers to these questions were obtained from the respondents by looking

---vat their Role Description Questionnaire.) Thus, it may be said that at

least as these variables might have affected responses to SAES items,

there was little evidence of a nonrespondent bias.

In answer to the question of why the nonrespondents failed to return

the SAES instrument, a total of six reasons were given. Those reasons

(and the number of persons giving that reason) are shown in Table 4.

Some persons gave more than one reason.

Table 4

Reasons for Nonresponse to ttES

Reason
Number of Persons
Giving this Reason

Changing jobs 2

Length of the instrument 11

Not an evatuator 6
Sent in (but never received by SAES staff) 4
Too busy with other responsibilities
Not forwarded from previous job 2

The length of the instrument, it appears, was a very definite factor

in the low response rate. Because ot this, a decision was made by the

SAES staff that item sampling procedures would be used in the full survey.

A more detailed discussion of this topic will be given in the "Directions

for Future Research" section of this report.

2 9
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Results of Mailing Costs SubstudY

The purpose of this substudy, it will be remembered, was to determire

the moit cost-effective means for improving response rates. Two forms

of follow-up (postcard and letter) and three formats of return envelope

(stampeCbusiness reply, and unstamped) were used in the substudy.

Analyses of variance on the return rates of each group in the 2 x 3

factorial design were computed using the IIMO 08V program. Sepirate

antlyies were perform.ed on the home and office address groups. Analyses

were-performed for two time periods: I) returns as of 12/18/72 (after

one follow-up), and 2) retUrns as. of 1/12/73 (after two follow-ups).

Fbr these analyses only, incomplete and undeliverable responses were

counted as full responses.

After one follow-up, there were no significant differences in response

rates among the home address group in either form of follow-up, format

of return envelope, or the interaction of these two variables. Within .

the office address group, there was no difference among forms of follow-

up or in the inte?actionterm, but there was a difference (p.0 .05)

among format of return envelope. A Tukey test showed that the business

reply envelope had been returned significantly more often (p 4.05) than

the unstamped return envelope.

After_the second follow-up (which, it will be remembered, was a

poitcard-to all nonrespondents), there were again no differences among

response rates for the home address group. The same pattern of significant

differences occurred for the office address group as in the first analysis.

This time, however, the difference among response rates for the three

return envelopes was significant at the .005 level. Tukey tests showed
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the business reply envelope to have been reiurned more often than the

unstalitimd envelope (p4C .025) and the stamped envelope to hove been

returned more often than the unstamped envelope (p

These results prompted the following decisions concerning the full

survey to be made by the SAES staff. First, the much less expensive

postcard follow-up would be used. Second, the most economical return

envelope appeared to be the business reply (since payment for postage

was made only on those questionnaires which were returned), and so they

would be included in the full survey.

fo,
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CONCCUSION

The Self Assessment of Evaluatio=t Skills (SAES) described in this

report, including the instrumenes development and testing, would have

been a necessary precursor to any national survey of evaluators in which

the instrument was used. Similarly, instrument development activities

such as those described here would be required beforf any kind of program

planning could be carried out using the SAES instrument as a basis. The

requisite first steps have'been taken in the development of an instrument

detigned to I) describe the members of the educational evaluation

profession, 2) guide students in'choosing appropriate courses of study

in the evaluation field, and 3) alert program developers to areas where

additional traigling is needed so they may incorporate those areas into
=i
evaluation curricula. Unfortunately, it appears at this time that those

first steps are all that will be taken.

Pilot test results are by nature of limited generalizable value,

for the intent and purpose is to precede and provide infonmation for a

larger study to follow. Therefore, these pilot test results are of

limited value beyond the study for which the pilot test was to be a

part. In addition to this major caution, certain other xautions should

be made to persons who might read these results and wish to draw inter-

pretations from them. These cautions are discussed as "Limitations of

this Study." Similarly, some persons reading this report may see atten-

dant areas they might like to study, and for those persons the "Directions

for Future Research" section is added.

32
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Limitations of this Stgt

The most serious limitation of the results reported above is the

low response rate achieved in the SAES pilot test. If the response rate

had been at least over 50% (and preferably in the 70% range), and if the

29

results of the nonrespondent bias check had been the same as reported

here (i.e., no significant differences between respondents and nonrespon .

dents), the caution expressed at this time would not be so emphatic.

'Readers should be aware, however, that all results rworted here

-
(especially from the correlation analyses) are based on a small return

rate. Although the results of the correlation analyses have beep reported

as preliminary evidence that there really are separate categories of

skills necessary in evaluation activities, it should be remembered that

these results are based on data from only 31% of the sample.

Another limitation of the study is the fact that the iole Description

Questionnaire was-not particularly appropriate. Respondents had tn)uble

identifying themselves according to the role descriptors.listed, and it

is unclear how that identification problem affected the way in which

respondents provided information contained in the questionnaire. The
wIffE.

SAES staff believes that a more effective means for obtaining the neces-

sary information would be the method described in the "General Results"

section of this report.

As previously mentioned, it is possible that the 2,500 names contained

in the SAES staff's directory of educational evaluators was over-represented

by college and university personnel. A more thorough search should be

conducted before a full survey is undertaken to see if particular groups

have been omitted from the list of names. State departments of education,

large schml districts, and professicmal education associations (besides

3 3
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AERA) should be contacted and asked for help in completing the directory.

it should also be mentioned that some of the persons to whom the

,

, questionnaire was sent wrote back to say they were not evaluators. it

,

, is likely that some proportion of the nonrespondents coneidered them-::

i

' selves not to be a member of the specified population and thus failed

,

to return the questidnnaire. (The results of the nonrespondent bias

check would confirm this possibility.) The SAES staff is unclear about
,

how this problem might be eliminated, but it is definitely a matter of
i

- ooncern to anyone who might be contemplating further research in this
1

field of investigation.
,

,

The length of the SAES ins,trument was a definite drawback in the

design of the pilot test. Item sampling procedures should have been

- I-Implemented at that time; had they been, the response rate would most

7' likely have been higher. The decision Was made by the SAES staff that

such procedures would be used in the full survey.

A final limitation of the study is that there is no clear evidence

of the validity of the self-report data provided by respondents. With

the SAES instrument as it is now, all one has is the respondent's word

that he or she is highly oompetent in, e.g., matrix algebra. There are

no performance measures included in the SAES instrument to test the

validity Of that statement. The inclusion of such performance measures

would be a very useful addition to the SAES instrument.

Directions for Future Research

The most obvious direction for future research in this area is the

previously planned full survey using the SAES instrument. TWO SAES staff
;

members have proposed such a survey and are currently attempting to obtain

z
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funding for the study. The basic objectives of the study remain the same

as when the Model Training Project was in existence, but some revisions

have been made as a result of the pilot test. Specifically, the major

objective of the study is as follows:

1) To provide a description of the evaluation profession

1.1) To generate a pool of items, which represent the scope of

competencies necessary for an evaluator to perform in

various roles

1.2) To generate a pool of cognitive items which measure the

competencies in subobjective 1.1

1.3) To conduct a national survey of individuals who fill eval-

uative positions, using the instruments designed in sub-

objectives 1.1 and la

1.4) To provide a catalog of evaluator role profiles in terms

of self-reported skills and objectively assessed cognitive

beha.'or

Two additional objectives relate to certain methodological considerations:

1) To test the use of overlapping matrix sampling (through item

sampling techniques) in a factor analytic study

2) To test the validity of self-report data by means of a comparison

with objective cognitive measures

Once funding for the full survey has been obtained, a second pilot

test would need to be undertaken. In this pilot test, the item sampling

procedures would be tested to make sure that the dpta obtained in this

way from respondents would be appropriate for factor analysis. Assuming

the results of that pilot test were favorable, the full survey could

then be conducted.
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A word of caution should be injected at this point. Numerous persons

have written to the MIlkasking for copies'of the SAES instrument. The

SAES staff has been reluctant to release the instrument because of the

meager reliability and validity data now available. The staff does not

consider the instrument ready for use for diagnostic purposes for individ-

uals at this time. The instrument is ready to be used 'to dascribe groups

of individuals, and that is the purpose of the full survey.

In conclusion, it may be said that the Self Assessment of Evaluation

Skills (SAES) instrument was developed by Model Training Project staff

for several purposes. One of the purposes wos to empirically validate

the Universe of Evaluation Competencies, a logical grouping of skills

and knowledge required tO perform the complete range of evaluation

activities. After numerous revisions, the SAES instrument W8S judged

to be ready for use in a pilot test. That pilot test was conducted in

late Fall, 1972. The results of the pilot test showed that with a few

revisions (in items as well as in sample design), the SAES instrument was

ready for use in the full survey of educational evaluators which had been

planned by the Model Training Project.

The staff of the Model Training Project at The Ohio State University

agreed with the following assessment of the state of training programs

for educational research and research-related personnel (including eval-

uators:

One of the most serious impediments to efforts to
plan or conduct training programs for research or research-
related personnel in education is lack of knowledge
about which particular competencies or skills are most
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important ic conducting research and research-related
activities.'

The completion of the research begun by the SAES pilot test and described

in this report would have been a valuable contribution to the knowledge

base in the area of training in educational research and evaluation.

Until that knowledge base is more complete, it is unlikely that viable

training programs can be maintained.

1

Worthen, B. R., Anderson, R. D., & Byers, M. L. A study of-
selected factors related to the training of researchers. develoPers .

di usersand eva uators in education. Task Force on Training Educa-
tional Research and Research-related Personnel, American Educational
Research Association, November 1971. (Final report USOE Grant No.
OEG-0-71-0617(520).) p. 15
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APPENDIX A

Self Assessment of Evaluation Skills (SAES) Instrument
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SELF ASSESSMENT OF EVALUATION SKILLS INSTRUMENT

041.-

1. compare and contrast instructional research and evaluation.

2. *scribe a recent trend of.manpower supply and demand in educational
evaleation.

35

3. design and administer evaluation studies that assess the effectiveness
of projects.

4. marshal political support for evaluation activities.

5. Prepare a 20-minute slide-Aape presentation on problems in evaluation.

6: identify and analyze CA prevalent government and foundation sources of
financial Support for research, development, and instruction in educational
evaluation.

7. develop and isnlement a system for continually informing system personnel
about the work of an evaluation system.

8. communicate findings from evaluation reports via television, radio, and
newspapers in such a manner that the lay public can understand and critically
consider the findin4i.

9. describe and analyze several outstanding examples of educational evaluatior
systems and studies.

10. design' procedures which check the degree to which a curriculum package was
implemented.

11. critique an evaluation report for its cost.effectiveness value.

12. develop a schedule of reporting activities.

13. design, budget, arrange for, and support internal audits of evaluation systems.

14. plan specifically for the involvement of system personnel in the development
and implementation of the evaluation system.

15. define roles that must be manned in efforts to advance the science and
practice of educational evaluation.

16. design and implement evaluation studies that focus on needs, problems, and

opportunities within the parent agency.

17. set up a management system for evaluation programs.

18. analyze the information requirements and reading levels of various audiences
for evaluation reports.

19. formulate specifications for a systems analysis.
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20. communicate findings from evaluation studies in meetings in such a manner
that profesOonai educators and policy figures can use the information to
influence their decisions and actions.

21. distinguish between research questions appropriate to the case study
methodology and'field study methodology.

22. lead policy groups to adopt e sound set of evaluation policies.

23. show that discriminant analysis is a special case of canonical correlclon.

24. write both technical and popularized versions of an evaluation report, given
the findings from an evaluation study.

25. write an article that is appropriate for submIssion to Educatioral Prolacts
information Exchange.

26. develop and implement an isv.service training program in evaluationJor
persons at operational and managerial levels of the parent agency.

27. communicate effectively in small group settings with policy groups such as
teacher associations and boards of education concerning the need for and
nature of evaluation systems.

28. apply specified criteria to alternativeiprogram strategies in order lo
judge their relative merits.

29. describe the use of judgmental data in
judgments should be collected.

30. develop funding.proposals for programs
of educational evaluation.

evaluat'ion and techniques by which

designed to advance the profession

31. set up review procedures for articles submitted to a journal.

32. develop and/or critique a
for an evaluation system.

33. write an article that it
Measurement.

handbook of polictes, organization.and procedures

appropriate for submission to the jpomml of tdwatinnal

34. list what audio-visual materials are available for the training of evaivators.

35. design and conduct an evaluation of an evaluation system.

36. while serving as an evaluator, develop and maintain rapport with the staff
of a program being evaluated.

37. project funding strategies for the evaluation system that incorporate core
internal 4..pport, external support, and a fee structure for special evaluation
services.
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38. analyze a school in order to identify evaluation questions, audienceil and
information requirements.

nonvincingly address the lay public and professional educators concerning
th$: ethical and educational merits of particular plans for collecting
evall,ation data.

39.

40. develoa gentiral description, for public consumption, of the goals, services,
and overall philosophy of the evaluation system.

41. provide information which can be used to sell a curriculum package.

42. design and conduct a simulation study of alternative educational
evaluation processes.

43. develop a taxonomy which can be used to categorize a body of printed matter
in a specified content area.

-1

44. discuss with policy boards of educational institutions the policy implications
of evaluation.

45. formulate budgets for special evaluation studies.

46. develop and put to work an organizational structure for the evaluation system.

47. use audio-visual aids appropriately in making.oral evaluation reports.

48. describe the problem of reliability and validity for criterion referenced tests.

49. describe the effect of different media on the message to be communicated.

50. conceptualize a set of performance indicators that would form a sound basis
theoretically and practically for a school district's systematic evaluative
information system.

51. conduct a comparative study among extant materials and a new curricular
development.

52. describe the dynamics of small group behavior.

.
53. communicate effectively with teachers and administrators In large group

settings about the meaning of and need for policies to guide evaluation
practices within an educational system.

54. review and analyze the cost-effectiveness Implications of developing and
implementing evaluation services.

55. develop assessment strategies for the need for curricular change, given a
target population.

56. articulate evaluation policies within the parent agency's policy framework.

41
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57. present a 30-minute address on new approaches to evaluation io an udience
of approximately 500.

$8. present a case for the evaluation of competing instructional strategies and
suggest alternate methodologies which might be used.

59. develop contracts with external agencies specifying the terms of external
evaluation studies.

60. extrapolate from evaluation reports that assess competing program strategies
to project cost and political implications for the competing strategies.

61. develop both long-range and short-range projections of financial requirements
for the proposed evaluation system.

62. write an editorial policy statement for the operation of a refereed,journal.

. .

63. write 'and enter into a sound performance contract with an outside agency.

64. design specifications for evaluation reports.

65. design measuring devices which check for unintended outcomes.

66. critique a test, having read a test manual for technical information such
as norm group, reliability and validity.

67. describe and analyze several major leadership programs of research, develop-
ment, and instruction in evaluation.

68. establish organizational procedures for evaluation such that evaluation can
have direct links to decision makers.

69. discuss the assumptions underlying equal appearing interval scaling techniques
and techniques using Thurstone's Laws of Categaical Judgments.

70. organize nd administer an editorial service in relation to evaluation reports.

71. make honest and systematic use of evaluation in designing and carrying
through a system of public information.

72. design evaluation feedback systems that define appropriate reporting settings,
content, and media, given an analysis of audiences to be served.

73. determine and provide for office space, equipment and materials needed in an
evaluation system.

74. lead policy groups to adopt a sound budget for system evaluation.

75. provide stimulating leadership and direction to those who are serving in
evaluation roles.

76. provide parents with various types of evaluative data for their individual
child.

77. conduct survey research using a questionnaire.
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78. design, budget, arrange for, and support external audits of evaluation systems.

79. negotiate a format and time schedule for evaluation reports to a client.

80. develop goals and objectives for advancing the science and practice of
educational evaluation.

81. design an evaluation report to be presented by video-tape.

82. describe and analyze the major professional organizations that are active in
the development of the educational evaluation profession.

83. use reference sources such as Buros' Mental Measurementillearbook or Tests in
Print for the selection of a standardized initrument.

84. design and Implement a program for evaluating the operational level staff;
such as teachers and school principal, of,:an educational agency.

.815._wonk-with-program_personnel_to.generate_pmlicies,and_gilidelln*A that wIl!
govern evaluation activities in the program,.

86. design and implement procedures for publishing and disseminating evaluation
reports.

87. write a formal critique for publication concerning the technical adequacy of
a factor analytic study of evaluation roles.

88. design charts--such as histograms, trend line graphs, cross break tables,
and pie graphs--to communicate evaluation findings both to professional
educators and the lay public.

89. assist in the revision of an evaluation activities schedule and in its
integration in the parent agency's master schedule.

90. describe the National Assessment movement and performance contracting,drawing
the implications of each for evaluation.

91. use evaluation information to design, operationalize, and implement an
agency accountability system.

92. work with reference groups to anticipate decisions and associated information
requirements to be served by evaluation.

93. design mechanisms to collect judgmental infonmation concerning the worth of

a wriculum package.

94. design controlled research studies of small units in a curriculum.

95. discuss the content of various articles in the AERA monograph series on

curriculum evaluation.

96. develop a PERT network.

97. explain the standard procedures used by most testing companies when norming a

test.

.......1.1.1
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; 98. select, organize, and lead groups to develop criteria for judging competing
program and project strategies.

99 write an article that is appropriate for submission to the Review c4 Educational
Research.

100. describe the difference between Flanders$ and Tabes Classroom Observation
Schedules.

101. design and administer evaluation studies that monitor the implementation
of projects.

: 102. give a brief outline of the content of several texts which describe evaluation
models.

103. describe the evaluation system to a group of evaluation theoreticians so that
they understand the basic conception of the system in relation to extant
theoretical formulations in evaluation.

; 104. atticulate curreht problems in evalation and where to find reading materialt
about them.

105. teach teachers how to write behavioral objectives.

106. descr4be the use of standardized tests for placement and diagnostic purposes.

107. provide student outcome measures which can be included as part of a curriculum
package.

108. recruit, orient, and maintain communication with a pool of consultants who
will periodically assist in the work of the evaluation system.

109. formulate specifications for an accountability system.

110. describe basic concepts of analysis of variance, e.g., design matrix, random
effect, interaction, confounding, and error.

111, describe the difference between formative and summative evaluation in tenms
of information needs and inferential base.

112. use evaluation information to effect rational decisions about goals, strategies,
management, and the recycling of activities.

113. involve the lay public and professional educators in determining the questions
to be addressed by an evaluation system.

114. cruit, select, and orient core staff for an evaluation system.

115. communicate clearly and convincingly over television and radio about the
nature and importance of an evaluation system.

.116. critique an evaluation report for its relevance to real decision problems.

4 4
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117. construct simulation exercises which portray real evaluative problems.

118. develop and disseminate clear and concise descriptions of evaluation systems
triai can be understood by the public.

119. write forced-choice and free-choice test Items.

120. organize groups of influential and professional personnel for performing tasks
related to improving the evaluation profession.

121. define and maintain up-to-date role descriptions and salary schedules for
evaluation personnel.

122. design and carry through an analysis of variance using a hand calculator.

123. distinguish between revision cycles for Thurstonfan Attitude Scales and
likert Scales.

124. write an analysis of the relevance of economic theory to educational evaluation._

125. design instruments which measure the cognitive behaviors delineated in a
curriculum package.

126. understand and judge the potential utility of outputs from projected data analyses.

127. define a population and formulate sampling specifications for data collection
purposes.

128. describe different usage of COBOL, FORTRAN, and iisembly language to select
the language best suited to a given evaluation-problem.

129. understand basic concepts of matrix algebra as they relate to statistics,
e.g., Inversion, transposition, rank, characteristic equation, conformability,
trace.

130. anticipate decisions to be served by special evaluation studies.

131. critique an evaluation design in terms of analysis and measurement assumptions.

132. develop and present a major address on the state of the art in educational
evaluation to audiences of educational researchers.

133. describe the application of and the relationships existing among the major
theoretical distributions of statistics, e.g., the normal, binomial, Poisson,
chi-square, variance-ratio, and Cauchy distributions.

134. generate criteria with potential applicability for evaluating some generally
defined developmental program such as "Individually Prescribed Instruction."

,,.,... 4 A .0

135. discuss various definitions of accountability and distinguish among account-
ability, evaivation, and assessment.

-1...-436. present a case for the evaluation of program goals.
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137. identify altecnative analysis techniques and compare their appropriateness
for a given set of data specifications which spell out design, sampling, and
measurement assumptions.

138. read with understanding most articles in PsItchometilka.

139. design an experiment so as to allow analysis of interactions between treatment
and classification factors.

140. design and implement a multiple regression type of study to assess the influence
of several variables, including provision of evaluation information OA decision-
making behavior.

141. describe the basic structure and constructs of the FORTRAN language, e.g.,
type, dimension, function, equivalence format.

142-. describe how validity coeffecients are calculated and what they mean.

143. compare and contrast the definition of true score in traditional measurement
theory slia the defiffition of uhiverte "starre In gendralizability theory.

144. perform an item analysis and interpret the results.

145. write a formal critique for publication'concerning the technical adequacy
of a field experiment comparing alternative evaluation techniques.

146. discuss the difference between orthogonal comparison and trend analysis.

147. distinguish between a psychometric inference and a statistical inference.

148. project and define a number of research problems that might be pursued
programmatically.

149. develop and implement means for responding quickly and directly to requests
for assistance in designing special evaluation studies.

150. design an evaluation of extant curricular packages in a specified content area.

151. describe basic concepts involved in parameter estimatIon, e,g bias, consistency,
likelihood ratio, etc.

152. write operacional objectirs and specify attainment criteria associated with them.

153. describe the functions of an evaluator in a large curriculum development project.

154. design and develop a data bank.

155. identify and select from among the available measuring instruments, given a set
of information requirements.

156. develop forms and procedures for managing the data processing operations of an

evaluation system.
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157. discuss critically emergent developments in the field of educational measurement.

158. interpret test results given in standard score format such as grade equivalent,
age equivalent, percentiles, deciles, or stanines.

159. write a test blueprint.

160. design procedures for assessing various media presentations of curriculum content.

161. suggest techniques appropriate to measure degree of attainment for affective
objectives.

162. write an analysis of the relevance of demographic analysis to educational evaluation.

163. design a sampling plan.for field testing materials.

164. understand evaluation reports which incorporate discriminant analysis, factor
analysis, regression analysis, and multivariate analysis of variance and covariance. --''

165. organize and administer-i

166. design and implement a field experiment comparing alternative evaluation techniques,
e.g., item sampling versus examinee sampling.

167. analyze data from free response interview data collection methods.

168. design and conduct a historical study of the development of educational evaluation
theory and practice covering a 10-year period.

169. distinguish between situations where erosive unobtrusive measures are more
appropriate than accretive measures.

170. discuss the logic of statistical analysis, the major classes of questions that
can be addressed by present modes of analysis, the classes of assumptions that
can be accommodated by present statistical technology, and the emergent develop-

ments in the field.

171. apply appropriately the major nonparametric techniques, e.g., Mann-Whitney,
Wilcoxon, Kruskal-Wallis, Wedman, Kolmogorov-Smirnoff.

172. identify, compare, and contrast the major approaches to measurement that
have application in educational evaluation.

173. formulate a researchable hypothesis appropriate to a tightly controlled laboratory
study.

174. describe basic theoretical concepts relating to distribution4ree statistics, e.g.,
robustness, asymptotic relative efficiency, stochastic inequailty, location and
scale.

175. provide strategies to assess content for inclusion in or exclusion from proposed
curriculum packages.

4 7
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176. select a test that has been roomed on an appropriate group.
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177. understand evaluation reports which incorporate means, standard deviations,
percentiles, grade-equivalent norms, correlations, and analyses of variance.

178. describe evaluation functions served by various offices within a university.

179. compare the predictive validity of performance measures and simulation exercises.

180. identify and define briefly major theories relating to learning and development,
e.g., Hull, Piaget, Gagne, Skinner, Bruner.

181. discuss the behavioral objectives controversy in evaluation enumerating the
relationship between the application of each evaluation model and the model's
dependence on behavioral objectives.

182. review major writings in the area of decision-making theory and incorporate
their main ideas into a discussicn of the utility of extant theoretical work
in educational evaluation.

183. systematically assess and judge the merits of an evaluation plan.

184. develop a monograph that identifies, compares, and contrasts the major extant
theoretical formulations in the field of educational evaluation.

185. design and carry through computer-based analysis of variance, multiple regression
studies, and factor analysis using canned programs.

186. describe and analyze the present state of development of the educational
evaluation profession, as contrasted with those of educational research and
development, educational administration, and psychology.

187. design and administer programs of research, development, instruction, and
service for the improvement of evaluation.

188. describe the historical development of evaluation models and compare and contrast
focal points of each.

189. conduct a literature review, write it up, and present it to a curriculum develop-
ment group, irrespective of substantive area.

190. write affective objectives at various levels of the affective taxonomy.

191. relate the major research strategies and substantive areas of philosophy and

history to evaluation Problems.

192. design measuring instruments for affective objectives of a curriculum package.

193. formulate and explain a set of criteria for judging theoretical work in educational

evaluation.

194. interpret standardized test results to parents and students.

4 8
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195. present the main principles of information theory and use them to critique
the adequacy of present models of educational evaluation.

196. state how reliability coeffizients are calculated and what they mean.

197. chair a curriculum evaluation committee,

198. compare and contrast the roles of an internal and external evaluator in terms
of focus, information sources, and credibility.

199. develop budget forms and procedures for an evaluation system.

200. delineate evaluation authority and responsibility within the agency's organizational
structure.

201. organize and administer a data processing center related to meeting evaluation
objectives.

202. compare and contrast traditional site visit methodology to advocate team
--methodology:

203. list and describe major information processing concepts, e.g., multiprogramming,
random access, buffered I/0, indirect and relative addressing, and subroutining.

204. design a study to evaluate the goals of a new curricular development.

205. critique an experimental design in terms of its internal and external validity.

206. compare and contrast the nature of educational evaluation with such related
fields as research, development, planning, management.

201. relate the major research strategies and theories of sociology, Witical
science and economics to evaluation problems.

208. set up a framework within which program personnel can generate testable creative
solution strategies for spiecified problems.

209. interpret the computer printout for discriminant function analysis and MANOVA studies.

210. provide specifications for and can control a management information system that
will maintain up-to-date information about program and projea events and
activities.

211. select, organize, and lead groups of professionals to generate alternative
program strategies and project designs.

212. design a market research study for a new product.

213. establish and implement quality control procedures for an information system.

214. relate the maji4=-rei'earch strategies and substantive areas of experimental and
social psychorogptii evaluation problems.

4 9
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215. use the Delphi technique to assist groups to identify and assign priorities
to needs, problems, and opportunities.

216. evaluate and/or design and conduct a case study of an operational evaluation
system.

217. list and describe the char4cteristics and capabilities of major information
storage media, .g., punched cards, magnetic tape, rum and disk.

218. design and implement (including proper orientation for teachers) the conditions
under which data are to be gathered.

219. analyze the data produced in classroom observational study.

220. suggest techniques appropriate to evaluate objectives at various levels of the
cognitive taxonomy.

221. desCribe evaluation theories, models, and practices In a wile range of fields
'outside of education.

_

222. design a study where path analysis is the most appropriate analysis technique:

223. design procedures for assessing competong s uences of curricular content.

224. design an information system according to which data are to be coded, stored,
and-retrieved.

225. specify, operationalize, and apply criteria for evaluating evaluation systems.

226. 'organize and administer a public information service in relation to evaluation
Information.

227. defend the choice of an oblique rotation or an orthogonal rotation in a factor
aralysis study.

228. state the basic principles of value theory and utility theory and compare and
contrast the relevance of these fields for theory development in educational
evaluation.

229. write objectives at each level of the cognitive tax.aomy.

230. write a criterion referenced test.

231. review historically the development of the legal bases for evaluation in education.

232. conduct a training session for participant observers.

233. design and implement evaluation studies that identify and assess cempeting
solution strategies for specified problem areas.

234. describe and analyze user attitudes toward evaluation.

50
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Commission for the Study of ths Evaluation Profession

EvaluatIonCaMer I CollegootEduestion I TheatilaStateUrolestift I Columbus.Oh10432/0

November 10, 1972

Ms. Anne P. Taylor
P. 0. Box 603
Corrales, Nell Mexico 87408

Dear Ms. Taylor:

With support from the U.S. Office of Education, the
Evaluacion Center of The Ohio State University, in conjunction
with the Commission for the Study of the Evaluation Profession.
is collecting data to determine the range of competencies and
interests in evaluation skills possessed by practicing evalu-
ators, and the relative importance of these skills In job
performance. A full survey of the evaluation profession is
planned for early Spring; at present, we are concerned with
refining the instruments to be used to collect these data.
You are receiving this letter because your name was drawn as
part of a nationwide random sample of persons interested in
educational evaluation.

Several instruments are enclosed with this letter. One
is the Self Assessment of Evaluation Skills ('SAES). The items
in this instrument comprise a sample of skills chosen from
the Universe of Evaluation Competencies. The Universe was
developed through research at Ohio State combined with results
from previous stutlies of evaluation skill requirements. In

the full survey cf the evaluation profession, the task will be
to determine how these skills relate to diCferent evaluation
roles. The data to be collected will be used to describe the
skill configurations in various norm groups. The Role Descrip-
tion Questionnaire is included so we may gather information
to be used to determine those norm groups.

We would like you to complete these Instruments aS if you
were a participant in the full survey so that we may do prelim .
inary analyses to se* if the instruments are functioning as
intended. In addition, the pilot sample has been divided into
six subsamples; each subsample is being asked to critique the
technical adequacy of parts of the instruments. Full direc-

tions for performing these critiques aPpear later. All of .
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your answers will be completely confidential; only group
statistics will be reported. The answer sheets and other
materials are numbered to facilitate checking off responses
as they are received.

We realize that this is a big task we are asking you to
perform. We are convinced, however, that this research ;s
necessary to the growth of the field of educational evaluation.
Evaluation training programs nad to train students so they
will be qualified to accept "real world" positions in evalu-
ation; but to date so little research has been done in this
area that training requirements relevant to real evaluation
practice are unknown. Your participation in this study will
add to the knowledge base in the fiele of educational evalu-
ation, and your cooperation will be greatly appreciated.

Please return the SAES instrument. Role Descriptien
Questionnaire, and all answer sheets in the pre-addressed
return envelope which has been provided For your convenience.
If you would like to have your name placed on the mailing list
for the Interfacer, the newsletter of the Evaluation Center's
Model Training Project, please fill in the yellow card asking
for your name and address and enclose it with the other
materials in the return envelope.

Thank you very much for your help in this endeavor.

Sincerely,

M y Anne Sunda

)51.42el
Daniel L. Stuf beam
Study Co-direc rs

Enclosures
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Directions for Completing the
Self Assessment 01 Evaluation Skills (SAES)

The purpose of this study is to collect data on an evaluator's competence and

interest in specific areas of evaluation and related activities and his perception

of the relative importance 01 each al these areas to his professional fief& These

normgroup data, collected from a wide range of people presently engaged in evalu-

ation activities, will be used to validate the instrument so that it can
a.

be used to establish training programs for students in evaluation and V) aid in the

placement of students in various agencies. Complete data is of the utmost importance.

Please answer each item thoroughly and honestly. Your response will be held in

strictest confidence; all data will be reported by group statistics only.

Each item will be rated according v) three different scales: Competence.

Interest, and Importance. Read each of the following scales carefully, then look

at the examples. These examples illustrate how the three scles can be combined to

form a single point of view concerning a particular Item. After studying the scales

and examples, mark each item according to the three frames of reference by filling

in the blank spece under each scale with the number from that scale which best de-

scribes your rating of that item. Be sure to fill in all three scales for each item.

54
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Competence Scale

----V. No COMPattrite ResPondint his no base from whIch to respond and would be com-
pletely unable to perform this task.

2. Minimum Competence - Respondent could perform this task minimally well only
with extensive study. He does, however, know enough about
the area to hire a knowledgeable consultant.

3. Moderate Competence - Respondent could perfonmthis task moderately well with
some study and well with extensive study.

4. High Competence - Respondent could perform this task well with minimal study and
exceptionally well with extensive study.

5. Superior Competence - Respondent could perform this task exceptionally well with
little or no study.

Interest Scale

1. Negative interest - Respondent finds this area repugnant.

2. No_Interest - Respondent has absolutely no interest in this area.

3. Minimal Interest - Respondent finds the area somewhat interesting but can generally
find more desirable activities to engage in.

4. Moderate Interest - Respondent has genuine Interest in this area but there are
professional activities he finds ilore desirable.

5. High Interest - There are few professional activities that the respondent would
rather engage in.

Importance Scale

1. No importance - Respondent almost never performs this task and considers it
irrelevant to his professional performance.

2. Minimal importance - Respondent occasionally performs this task but considers it ir-
relevant to his professional performance.

3. Moderate Importance - Respondent occasionally performs this task and considers it
relevant to his professional performance.

4. High Importance - Regardless of the frequency of performance of this task, re-
spondent considers It relevant to his professional performance.

5. Crucial - Ability,to perform this task, regardless of its frequencytis vital to
the respondent's successful functioning in his profession.

;
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Please refer to the preceding scales:

Item: Can provide for necessary equipment acquisition and maintenance.

Competence Interest Importance

(5)

The respondent feels that he is highly competent in this activity but he
has no interest in it, even though he thinks the area is a crucial one to
his evaluation unit.

(4) (2)

,

-:

.5

;

,

!

item: Can write a questionnaire.
,

,
Competence Interest Importance

: ..

I

,

4

7

(4) (5) (2)

:

The respondent feels that he is highly competent in this area and he finds

professional field.

Item Can establish criteria for evaluating an evaluation system.

it highly interesting, although he thinks it is irrelevant to his particular

Competence Interest Importance

(2) (4) (4)

Even though the respondent feels he is only minimally competent in this
area, he has a genuine interest in the area and feels it is of high Impor-
tance.

52
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The results of each individual instrument will be confidential. Only the com-

!Abed-norm group data will be dissethinated. PleatFt feel free to answer each ifeh

frankly. Please do not omit any of the items.

Thank you 63r your cooperation.

56



ANSWER SHEET FOR SELF ASSESSMENT OF EVALUATION SKILLS (SAES)

DIRECTIONS: In each set of parentheses below, write the number which corresponds best to your perceived degree of
competence, interest, and importance for each of the items in the Self Assessment of Evaluation Skills
(SAES). -Write one number for each of the three scales for each item. Shortened definitions for each
point on the scales are given on_each Page of this answer sheet; for a more detailed description,
please refer to the "Directions for Completing the Self Assessment of Evaluation Skills" which accom-
pany these materials.

COMPETENCE INTEREST IMPORTANCE

1, No Competence - compietely unable to
perform task

2. Minimur. tompetence - minimal performance

with extensive study; able to hire
knowledgeable consultant

3. Moderate Competence - moderate perfor-
mance with minimal study; good
performance with extensive study

4. High Competence - good performance with
minimal study; exceptional perfor-
mance with extensive study

5. Superior Competence - exceptional perfor-
mance with little or no study

Negative Interest - area is
repugnant to respondent

2. No Interest - no interest in

1. No Importance - task almost never per-
formed by respondent; considered
irrelevant to professional per-

area formance
3. Minimal Interest - area is some- 2. Minimal Importance - task performed

what interesting; other occasionally; considered irrel-
areas more desirable evant to professional performance

L. Moderate Interest - area is 3. Moderate Importance - task performed
genuinely interesting; occasionally; considered relevant
other areas mre desirable to professional performance

5. High Interest - few areas more 4. High Importance - task considered
interesting to responOent relevant, regardless of frequency

of performance
5. Crucial Importance - task considered

vital, regardless of frequency
of performance

COMP INT IMP COMP
1. ( ) ( ) ( ) 7. ( )

2. ( ) ( ) ( ) 8. ( )

3. ( ) ( ) ( ) 9- ( )

4. ( ) ( ) ( ) 10. ( )

5. ( ) ( ) ( ) 11- ( )

6. ( ) ( ) ( ) 12- ( )

COMP
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INT IMP

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ( )

INT IMP COMP INT IMP

COMP INT IMP

13. ( ) ( ) ( )

11.- ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

16- ( ) ( ) ( )

17- ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )
COMP INT IMP

COMP
19. ( )

20. ( )

21. ( )

22. ( )

23. ( )

24. ( )

COMP



COMPETENCE

1. No Competence - completely unable to 1.

perform task
2. Minimum Competence - minimal performance 2.

with extensive study; able to hire
knowledgeable consultant 3.

3. Moderate Competence - moderate perfor-
mance with minimal study; good
performance with extensive study

4. High Competence - good performance with
minimal study; exceptional perfor-
mance with extensive study

5. Superior Competence - exceptional perfor-
mance with little or no study

INTEREST

Negative Interest - area is
repugnant to respondent

No Interest - no interest in
area

Minimal Interest - area is some-
what interesting; other
areas more desirable

Moderate Interest - area is
genuinely interesting;

other areas more desirable
5. High Interest - few areas more

interesting to respondent

."7"=.1.71":7Z.".:a. 2:
a

IMPORTANCE

<t.
4;t7;:,*

1. No Importance - task almost never per-
formed by respondent; considered
irrelevant to professional per.-

' formance
2. Minimaritlimrtance - task performed

occasionally; considered irrel-
evant to professional performance

3. Moderate Importance - task performed
occasionally; considered relevant
to professional performance

4 High Importance - task considered
relevant, regardless of frequency
of performance

5. Crucial Importance - task considered

vital, regardless of frequency
of performance

COMP INT IMP COMP INT IMP

25. ( ) ( ) ( ) 35. ( ) ( ) ( ) 45.

26. ( ) ( ) ( ) 36. ( ) ( ) ( ) 46.

27- ( ) ( ) ( ) 37. ( ) ( ) ( ) 47.

28- ( ) ( ) ( ) 38. ( ) ( ) ( ) 48.

29. ( ) ( ) ( ) 35. ( ) ( ) ( ) 49.

30- ( ) ( ) ( ) 40. ( ( ) ( ) 50.

31. ( ) ( ) ( ) 1+1. ( ) ( ) ( ) 51.

32. ( ) ( ) ( ) 42, ( ) ( ) ( ) 52.

33. ( ) ( ) ( ) 43. ( ) ( ) ( ) 53.

34. ( ) ( ) ( ) 44. ( ) ( ) ( ) 54.
COMP INT IMP
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COMP INT IMP

COMP INT IMP

55. ( ) (. ) ( )

56. ( ) ( ) ( )

57. ( ) ( ) ( )

58. ( ) ( ) ( )

59. ( ) ( ) ( )

60. ( ( ) ( )

6i. ( ) ( ) ( )

62. ( ) ( ) ( )

63. ( ) ( ) ( )

64. ( ) ( ) ( )

COMP INT IMP

6.0



COMPETENCE

1. No Competence - completely unable to 1.

perform task
2, Minimum Competence - minimal performance 2.

with extensive study; able to hire
knowledgeable consultant 3.

3. Moderate Competence - moderate perfor-
mance with minimal study; good
performance with extensive study 4.

4. High Competence - good performance with
minimal study; exceptional perfor-
mance with extensive study 5.

5. Superior Competence - exceptional perfor-
mance with little or no study

INTEREST

t - ,....'t, 4 1. - t
IMPORTANCE

Negative Interest - area is 1. No Importance - task almost never per-
repugnant to respondent formed by respondent; considered

No Interest - no interest in irrelevant to professional per..
area formance

Minimal Interest - area is some- 2. Minimal Importance - task performed
what interesting; other occasionally; donsidered irrel»
areas more desirable evant to professional performance

Moderate Interest - area is 3. Moderate Importance task performed
genuinely interesting; occasionally; considered relevant

other areas more desirable to professional performance
High Interest - few areas more 4. High Importance - task considered

interesting to respondent relevant, regardless of frequency

of performance
5. Crucial Importance - task considered

vital, regardless of frequency
of performance

COMP INT IMP COMP INT IMP COMP INT IMP COMP INT

65. ( ) () ; 75. ) () ) 85. () ) ) 95. () ()
66. ) () ) 76. ) ) () ) ) () 96. () ()
67. ( ) () ( ) 77. ( ) ( ) ( ) 87. () () () 97. ) () ( )

68. () ) ) ) ( ) ) 88. () ) () 98. ) () ( )

69. ) () ) 79. ) ) () 89. ) ) () 99. ( ) () )

70. () ) ( ) 60. () ) () 90. () ) () 100. ( ) ( ) ( )

71. ( ) ( ) ( ) 61. ( ) ( ) ( ) 91. () ) ) 101. ( ) ( ) ( )

72.()() ( ) 62. () ) () 92. () ( ) ( ) 102. ( ) ( ) ( )

73. () ) ( ) 83. () 1 ) 93. ( ) ( ) ( ) 103. ( ) ( ) ( )

74. ( ) ( ) ( ) 84. ( ) () ) 94. ( ) ) ) 104. ( ) () )
COMP INT IMP COMP INT IMP COMP INT IMP COMP INT IMP

61
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COMPETENCE

1. No Competence - completely unable to 1.

perform task
2. Minimum Competence - minimal performance 2.

with extensive study; able to hire
sknowledgeable consultant 3.

3. Moderate Competence - moderate perfor-
mance with minimal study; good
performance with extensive study 4

4 High Competence - good performance with
minimal study; exceptional perfor-
mance with extensive study 5.

5. Superior Competence - exceptional perfor-
mance with little or no study

INiEREST

Negative Interest - area is
repugnant to respondent

No Interest - no,interest in
area formance

Minimal Interest - area is some- 2. Minimal Importance - task performed

0.,

IMPORTANCE

1. No Importance - task almost never per-
formed by respondent; considered
irrelevant to professional per-

what interesting; other
areas more desirable

Moderate Interest - area is
genuinely interesting;
other areas more desirable

High Interest - few areas more
interesting to respondent

occasionally; considered irrel-
evant to professional performance

3. Moderate Importance - task performed
occasionally; considered relevant
to professional performance

L. High Importance - task considered
relevant, regardless of frequency
of performance

5. Crucial Importance - task considered
vital, regardless of frequency
of performance

COMP INT IMP COMP INT IMP COMP INT IMP

105, ( ) ( ) ( ) 115. ( ) ( ) ( ) 125. ( ) ( ) ( )

106. ( )
( ) ( ) 116. ( ) ( ) ( ) 126. ( ) ( ) ( )

107. ( ) ( ) ( ) 117. ( ) ( ) ( ) 127. ( ) ( ) ( )

108. ( ) ( ) ( ) 118. ( ) ( ) ( ) 128. ( ) ( ) ( )

.109. ( ) ( ) ( ) 119. ( ) ( ) ( ) 129. ( ) ( ) ( )

110. ( ) ( ) ( ) 120. ( ) ( ) ( ) 130. ( ) ( ) ( )

111. ( ) ( ) ( ) 121. ( ) ( ) ( ) 131. ( ) ( ) ( )

112. ( ) ( ) ( ) 122. ( () ( ) ( ) 132. ( ) ( ) ( )

11g. ( ) ( ) ( ) 123. ( ) ( ) ( ) 133. ( ) ( ) ( )

114. ( ) 134. ( ) ( ) ( )

COMP INT IMP COMP INT IMP COMP INT IMP
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COMP INT IMP

135. ( ) ( ) ( )

136. ( ) ( ) ( )

137. ( ) -( ) ( )

138. ( ) ( ) ( )

139. ( ) ( ) ( )

14o. ( ) ( ) ( )

141. ( ) ( ) ( )

142. ( ) ( ) ( )

143. ( ) ( ) ( )

144. ( ) ( ) ( )

COMP INT IMP
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COMPET6CE

1. No Competence - completely unable to 1.

perform task
2. Minimum Competence - minimal performance 2.

with extensive study; able to hire
knowledgeable consultant

3. Moderate Competence - moderate perfor-
mance with minimal study; good
performance with extensive study 4.

4. High Competence - good performance with
minimal study; exceptional perfor-
mance with extensive study 5.

5. Superior Competence - exceptional perfor-
mance with little or no study

INTEREST

Negative Interest - area is
repugnant to respondent

No Interest - no interest in

area
3. Minimal Interest - area is some-

what interesting; other
areas more desirable

Moderate Interest - area is
genuinely interesting;
other areas more desirable

High Interest - few areas more
interesting to respondent

: -t
..11.1011a.

4
wos,0?..*

IMPORTANCE

1, N0 Importance - task almost never per-
formed by respondent; considered
irrelevant to professional per-
formance

2. Minimal Importance - task performed
occasionally; considt...ed irrel-
evant to professional performance

3. Moderate importance - task performed
occasionally; considered relevant
to professional performance

4. High Importance - task considered
relevant, regardless of frequency
of performance '

5."Crucial Importance - task considered
vital, regardless of frequency
of performance

COMP INT IMP COMP INT IMP COMF INT IMP COMP INT IMP
145. ( ) ( ) ( ) 155. ( ) ( ) ( ) 165. ( ) ( ) ( ) 175. ( ) ( ) (

156. ( ) ( ) ( ) 166. ( ) ( ) ( ) 176. ( ) ( ) (

'47. ( ) ( ) ( ) 157. ( ) ( ) ( ) 167. ( ) ( ) ( ) 177. ( ) ( ) (

148. ( ) ( ) ( ) 158. ( ) ( ) ( )
168. ( ) ( ) ( ) 178. ( ) ( ) (

153. ( ) ( ) ( ) 169. ( ) ( ) ( ) 179. ( ) ( )

150. ( ) ( ) ( ) 160. ( ) ( ) ( ) 170. ( ) ( ) ( ) 180. ( ) ( )

161. ( ) ( ) ( ) 171. ( ) ( ) ( ) 181. ( ) ( )

152. ( ) ( ) ( ) 162. ( ) ( ) ( ) 172. ( ) ( ) ( ) 182. ( ) ( ) I.

153. () () ( ) 163. ( ) ( ) ( ) 173. ( ) ( ) ( ) 183. ( ) ( )

154. ) ) ( ( ) 164. ( ) ( ) ) 174. ( ) ( ) ( ) 184. ( ) ( )

COMP INT IMP COMP INT IMP COMP INT IMP COMP INT IMP
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COMPETENCE

1. No Competence - completely unable to
perform task

2. Minimum Competence - minimal performance
with extensive study; able to hire
knowledgeable consultant

3. Moderate Competence - moderate perfor-
mance with minimal study; good
performance with extensive study

L. High Competence - good performance with
minimal study; exceptional perfor-
mance with extensive study

5. Superior Competence - exceptional perfor-
mance with little or no study

INTEREST

1. Negative Interest - area is
repugnant to respondent

2. No Interest - no interest in
area

3. Minimal Interest - area is some-
what interesting; other
areas more desirable

4. Moderate Interest - area is
genuinely interesting;
other areas more desirable

5. High Interest - few areas more
interesting to respondent

IMPORTANCE

1. No Importance - task almost never per»
formed by respondent; considered
irrelevant to professional per-

formance
2. Minimal Importance - task performed

occasionally; considered irrel-
event to professional performance

3. Moderate Importance - task performed
occasionally; considered relevant
to professional performance

4. high Importance - task considered
relevant, regardless of frequency
of performance

5. Crucial Importance - task considered
vital, regardless of frequency

of Performance

COMP INT IMP

185. ( ) ( ) ( ) 195.

186. ( ) ( ) ( ) 196.

187. ( ) ( ) ( ) 197.

188. ) ( ) ( ) 198.

189. ( ) ( ) ( 199.

190. ( ) ( ) ( ) 200.

191. ( ) ( ) ( ) 201.

192. ) ) ) 202.

193. ( ) ( ( ) 209.

194. ( ) ( )

COMP INT
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( ) 204.

IMP

COMP

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

COMP

IMT IMP COMP INT IMP COMP INT IMP

( ) ( ) 2415. ( ) ( ) ( ) 215. ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) 206. ( ) ( ) ( ) 216. ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) 207. ) ( ) ( ) 217. ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) 208. ( ) ( ) ( ) 218. ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) 209. ( ) ( ) ( ) 219. ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) 210. ) ( ) ( ) 220. ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) 211. ( ) ( ) ( ) 221. ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )
212. ( ) ( ) ( ) 222. ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) 213. ( ) ( ) ( ) 223. ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) 214. ( ) ( ) ( ) 224. ( ) ( ) ( )

INT IMP COMP INT IMP COMP INT IMP
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COMPETENCE

1. No Competence - completely unable to
perform task

2. Minimum Competence - mioimal performance
with extensive study; able to hire

--knowledgeable consultant
3. Moderate Competence - moderate perfor-

mance with minimal study; good
performance with extensive study

4. High Competence - good performance with
minimal study; exceptional perfor-
mance with extensive study

5. Superior Competence - exceptional perfor-
mance with little or no study

INTEREST

I. Negative interest - area is
repugnant to respondent

2. No Interest - no interest in
area

3. Minimal Interest - area is some-
what Interesting; other
areas more desirable

4. Moderate Interest - area is
genuinely interesting;
other areas more desirable

5. High Interest - few areas more
interesting to respondent

IMPORTANCE

1. No Importance - task almost never per- ,
formed by respondent; considered ;
irrelevant to professional per-
formance

2. Minimal Importance - task performed
occasionally; considered-i-rrel--

event to professional performanceE
3. Moderate Importance - task performed

occasionally; considered relevant !
to professional performance

4. High importance - task considered
relevant, regardless of frequency
of performance

5. Crucial Importance - task considered
vital, regardless of frequency
of performance

COMP INT IMP COMP INT IMP

225. ( ) ( ) ( ) 228. ( ) ( ) ( )

226. ( ) ( ) ( ) 229. ( ) ( ) ( )

227. ( ) ( ) ( ) 230. ( ) ( ) ( )

COMP INT IMP COMP INT IMP
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fOMP INT IMP

231. ( ) ) ( )

232. ( ) ( ) ( ) 234. ) ( ) ( )

COMP INT IMP COMP INT IMP

COMP INT IMP

233. ( ) ) )

t.0
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Role Description Questionnaire

60

The following items will provide us with descriptive data concerning your pre-

sent position and previous position. Please fill in each blank. A list of roles

is attached to which you may refer. Feel free to indicate combinations of the roles

which are described below or add nem roles. If you use one of the roles listed,

please list the name of the role and any additional information specified in that

description.

Present Position

Title

Role Description/Comments (see fist below)

Department or Unit

institution or Agency

Length of time at present position as of Oct. 1, 1972

Degree required for position

Certification required for position

Most Recent Previous Position

Title

Role Description/Comments (see liqt below)

Department or Unit

Institution or Agency

Length of time at previous position

Degree required for position

Certification required for position

7 1
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Role Description Questionnaire (Cont.)

0 ...Iv.

Degree Held - please supply information for the iwo most recently obtained

Degree Held

College or University

Year Completed

Major Field

Specific Area

Age Sex

61

Most Recent Next Most Recent

.11=11.

-...

Role Descriptions

1. Administrator of Research - majority of your time is spent directing research
projects.

2. Administrator of Evaluation - majority of your time is spent directing evaluation
projects (reviewing deSignS, budgets, proposals).

3. Other Academic Administrator - majority of time is spent administering in an
area other than research or evaluation.

4. Teacher of Research - most time Spent teaching research related courses (design,
statistics, measurement). Please specify course area.

5. Teacher of Evaluation - most time spent teaching evaluation courses (evaluation
theory, design). Please specify course area.

6. Teacher of Development - majority of time is spent teaching development telated
courses (techniques of packaged courses, innovations in education). Please

specify course area.

7. Other university instructor - majority of time is spent as an instructor in an

area other than ROD and E. Please specify area.

8. Elementary / Secondary Teacher - majority of time is spent as a teacher in
elementary or secondary schools.

. 500/, Teacher / 50% Researcher - rime is split equally between teaching and

research. Please note fields in which you teach and do research.

7 2
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Role Descriptions (Cont.)

10. 50% Teacher / 50% Administrator - time is split equally between teaching and
administrating. Please note field in which you teach.

11. 507'. Researcher / 50% Administrator - time is split equally between research
and administration. Please note field in which you do research.

12. 504 Teacher / 50% Evaluator - time is split equally between teaching and
evaluating. Please note field in which you teach.

13. 50% Administrator / 50% Evaluator - time is split equally between administrating
and evaluating.

J. 50% Researcher / 50% Evaluator - time is split equally between research and
evaluation. Please note field in which you do research.

15. Product Developer - mAjority of time spent developing educational products
(packaged courses, texts).

-

16. Diffusion Specialist - majority of time is spent In diffusion efforts (report
writing, and presenting).

17. Eva:uation Specialist; Design - majority of time is spent developing designs
for evaluation of educational efforts.

18. Data Analyst - most of time is spent analyzing data collected by others.

19. Statistician - most of 'isle is spent consulting with projects on statistical
questions.

20. Counseling - most of time is spent counseling students in school systems or
universities.

21. Director of Standardized Testing - most of time spent directing efforts of
school system or university, in collecting standardized test data.

22. Evaluation Specialist; Implementation - majority of time is spent in the
implementation of an evaluation design (e.g. data collection, reporting).

23. Federal Project Evaluator - majority of time is spent in the evaluation of a
federally funded program or project. Please specify type of project.

24. Evaluation Consultant - majority of time is spent in some other endeavor but
often consultant help provided to other agencies in evaluation.

Other - please list and define

73
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Directions and Answer Sheet for Critiquing Items

Eleg'ies being interested in your answers to the items on the three scales,

we would appreciate it very much if you would help us assess the technical adequacy

of the SAES instrument. We would like you to pay specific attention to 50 Items,

item numbers 1 through 50. (Other members of the sample are critiquing the

remaining 184 items.) Please rate the clarity and ease of understanding of each

of the 50 items by marking the appropriate option in the questions below. if you

have written comments about the items, we would be very interested in seeing them.

1. 1 found this item
completely understandable

( ) moderately clear

( ) moderately ambiguous
( ) completely ambiguous

Comments

I found this item
( ) difficult to answer
( ) moderately difficult

( ) moderately easy
( ) easy to answer

2. I found this item
( ) completely understandable
( ) moderately clear
( ) moderately ambiguous
( ) completeiy ambiguous

Comments

I found this item
) difficult to answer

( ) moderately difficult

( ) moderately easy
( ) easy to answer

3 1 found this item I found this item
(

(

(

(

) completely understandable
) moderately clear
) moderately ambiguous
) completely ambiguous

(

(

(

(

) difficult to answer
) moderately difficult
) moderately easy
) easy to answer

Comments

4. I found this item
( ) completely understandable
( ) moderately clear
( ) moderately ambiguous
( ) completely ambiguous

Comments

f found this item
( ) difficult to answer
( ) moderately difficult
( ) moderately easy
( ) easy to answer

7 1



5. I found this item
4

( ) completely understandable

( ) moderately clear
( ) moderately ambiguous
( ) completely ambiguous

64
! found this Ltem
( ) difficult co answer
( ) moderately difficult

( ) moderately easy

( ) easy to answer.

Corrents

6. I found th4 item

IllIconderstandable
( ) moderately clear

k ) moderately ambiguous
( ) completely ambiguous

I found this item
( ) difficult to answer
( ) moderately difficult
( ) moderately easy
( ) easy to answer

7. I found this item
( ) completely understandable

( ) moderately clear
( ) moderately ambiguous
( ) completely ambiguous

I found this item
) difficult to answer

( ) moderately difficult
( ) moderatel, easy
( ) easy to answer

8. 1 found this item
4)---coinderstandable

( ) moderately clear
( ) moderately ambiguous
( ) completely ambiguous

( ) difficult to answer
( ) moderately difficult
( ) moderately easy
( ) easy to answer

9. I found this item
( f-completely understandable
( ) moderately clear
( ) moderately ambiguous
( ) completely ambiguous

I found this item
-(7 difficult to answer
( ) moderately (:ifficult
( ) moderately easy

( ) easy to answer

10. I found this item

T-TIGWW777;nderstandable
( ) moderately clear
( ) moderately ambiguous

( completely ambiguous

I found.this Item
7-7-71Tificult to answer

( ) moderately dlrficult
( ) moderately easy

( ) easy to answer

11. I found this item
( ) completely understanoable
( ) moderately clear
( ) moderately ambiguous

) ,:mpla: , a. :pots

I found this item .

( ) difficult to .1nswe,

( ) moderately
( ) mod ',tel.

(

7 5



12. I igund this item
) completely understandable
) moderately clear
) moderately ambiguous
) completely ambiguous

Comments

I found this item
65

TWitto answer
( ) moderately difficult
( ) moderately easy

) easy to answer

13. I found this item

T-770;47;;;;Ti7nderstandable
( ) moderately clear
k ) moderately ambiguous
( ) completely ambiguous

14.

15.

Comments

I found this liem
( ) difficult to answer
( ) moderately difficult

( ) moderately easy
( ) easy to answer

I found this item
) completely understandable
) moderately clear
) moderately ambiguous
) compleiely ambiguous

f und this item

1- difficult to answer
( ) moderately difficult
( ) moderately easy
( ) easy to answer

Comments

I found this item
7--TaVietely understandable
( ) moderately clear

( ) moderately ambiguous
( ) completely ambiguous

Comments

I found this item
177-077M7t717;answer
( ) moderately difficult

( ) moderately easy
( ) easy to answer

16. 1 found this item
( ) completely understandable
( ) moderately clear
( ) moderately ambiguous
( ) completely anoiguous

COements

I found this item
1-7-717Tricult to answer
( ) moderately difficult
( ) moderately easy
( ) easy to answer

M...11M1Mr

17. I found this item
( ) completely understandable
( ) moderately clear

( ) moderately ambiguous
( ) completely ambiguous

18.

I found this item
( ) difficult to answer
( ) moderately difficult

( ) moderately easy
( ) easy to answer

Comments

found this item
completely understandable
moderately clear
moderately ambiguous
ccmpletei'i ambiguous

Comments

7 6

I fOu-d lis it-tm

( ) difficult to ar.,wer
( ) moderathtly diffiz.Lit

( ) moderarety easy
; ,402Dy ,v
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19. f9und this Item
( ) completely understandable
( ) moderately clear

( ) moderately ambiguous

( ) completely ambiguous

Comments

1 found this item
66

( ) difficult to answer
( ) moderately difficult
( ) moderately easy

) easy to answer

20. 1 found this item
17-3-W707A;T;i77:nderstandable
( ) moderately clear
k ) moderately ambiguous

( ) completely ambiguous

Comments

21. I found this Item

( ) completely understandable
( ) moderately clear
( ) moderately ambiguous
( ) completety ambiguous

Comments

1 found this ftem
7-7-aTTFMT1713answer
( ) moderately difficult
( ) moderately easy

( ) easy to answer

1 found this item
( ) difficult to answer

( ) moderately difficult
( ) moderately easy
( ) easy to answer

22. I found this Item

7--1--a;;VaTy understandable
( ) moderately clear
( ) moderately ambiguous

( ) completely ambiguous

I found this item
( ).difficult to answer
( ) moderately difficult

( I moderately easy
( ) easy to nswer

Comments

23, 1 found this item

0-71-1.1conderstandable
( ) moderately clear
( ) moderately ambiguous

) completely ambiguous

24.

25.

I found this item
( ) difficult V3 answer

) moderately difficult
( ) moderately easy

( ) easy to answer

Comments

I found this item I found this item

( ) completely understandable ( ) difficult to answer

) moderately clear ( ) moderately difficult
( ) moderately ambiguous ( ) moderately easy
( ) completely ambiguous ( ) easy to answer

Ccoments

I found this item

( ) completely understandable ( ) difficult to arswer

( ) moderately clear ( ) moderately difficult
( ) moderately ambiguous ( ) moderately easy

( ) cemPietel*, ambiguous ( ) dos),

Comments

0.1



26. found this Item
( ) completely understandable
( ) moderately clear
( ) moderately ambiguous
( ) completely ambiguous

67
------ 1 fou d thls Item

difficult to answer
( ) moderately difficult
( ) moderately easy
( ) eisy to answer

Comments

27. I found this item
17-npl7ru.conderstandable
( ) moderately clear
k ) moderately ambiguous
( ) completely ambiguous

1 found this item
( ) difficult to answer
( ) moderately difficult
( ) moderately easy
( ) easy to answer

Coorments

28. 1 found this item
( ) completely understandable

( ) moderately clear
( ) moderately ambiguous
( ) completeLy ambiguous

Coorments

1 found this item
1-7-UTITTEUTE77answer

) moderately difficult
( ) moderately easy
( ) easy to answer

29- I found this item
( ) completely understandable
( ) moderately clear

( ) moderately ambiguous
( ) completely ambiguous

ilftmULILJUUtia
difficult to answer

( ) moderately difficult
( I moderately easy
( ) easy to answer

Comments

30. I found this item
( ) completely understandable
( ) moderately clear

( ) moderately ambiguous
( ) completely ambiguous

1 f9und this item
( ) difficult to answer
( ) moderately difficult
( ) moderately easy
( ) easy to answer

Coments

31. 1 found this item
( ) completely understandable
( ) noderately clear
( ) moderately ambiguous
( ) completely ambiguous

ifound this item
(-) difficult to answer
( ) moderately difficult
( ) moderately easy
( ) easy to answer

Cormients

32. f found this item
( ) completely understandable
( ) moderately clear
( ) moderately ambiguous
( ) completel,, ambiguous

Convents

7 8

f fou" ls t-m

7 -) difficult to arswer
( ) moderatttly diffizult

( ) moderate!v easy
( ) eas.,
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33. -1.1osrd this Item
( ) completely understandable
( ) moderately clear
( ) moderately ambiguous

( ) comtiletely ambiguous

r M.- aet I. > r

ijound thts item 68

) difficult.to nswer
( ) moderately difficult

( ) moderately easy
(, ) easy to answer

Carevents

34. I found this item
77-771747qarTUnderstandable
( ) moderately clear
t ) moderately ambiguous
( ) completely ambiguous

I found this ken
/) difficult to answer
( ) moderately difficult
( ) moderately easy
( ) easy to answer

Consents

35. ,! found this item
( ) completely understandable

( ) moderately clear

( ) moderately ambiguous
( ) completely ambiguous

+12mag_thLlaltn
-re answer

( ) moderately d'fficult
( ) moderately easy

( ) easy to answer

Connents

36. I found this item
( ) completely understandable

( ) moderately clear

( ) moderately ambiguous
( ) completely ambiguous

Consents

j found this item
( ) difficult to answer
( ) moderately difficult

. ( moderately easy
( easy to answer

37. 1_1Dund this item

( ) completely understandable
( ) moderately clear
( ) moderately ambiguous

( ) comptetely ambiguous

Comments
MI6

I found this item .

T.)1ffici answer

( ) moderately difficult
( ) moderately easy
( ) easy to answer

38. I found this Item
) completely understandable

( ) moderately clear
( ) moderately ambiguous
( ) completely ambiguous

Consents

I found this item
( ) difficult to answer
( ) moderately difficult
( ) moderately easy

( ) easy to answer

39.

Fitund this item,

completely understandable
( ) moderately.clear
( ) moderately ambiguous
( ) completely ambiguous

'Comments

fou.'d "Pis ittm

( ) difficult to answer
( ) moderat4ly difficult

( ) moderately easy

( ) 441V) A.lswar

7 9



40. I found this item 1.,found Otis item 69
) completely understandable ( ) difficult to answer

( ) moderately clear ( ) moderately difficult
( ) moderately ambiguous ( ) moderately easy
( ) completely ambiguous. (. ) easy to answer

Convents

41. I found this item
) completely understandable

( ) moderately clear
) moderately ambiguous

( ) completely ambiguous

42.

LIMEOLINIA02
( ) difficult to answer
( ) moderately difficult
( ) moderately easy
( ) easy to answer

Comments

I found this item
( ) completely understandable
( ) moderately clear
( ) moderately ambiguous
( ) dompleteLy ambiguous

Comments

I found this itemr3--=Isitto answer
( ) moderately difficult
( ) moderately easy
( ) easy to answer

43. I found this item
17747;ligiji-Understandable
( ) moderately clear
( ) moderately ambiguous

) camOletely ambiguous

Connents

. -

I found this item
1-7-377717PF7answer

) moderately difficult
( moderately easy
( ) easy to answer

44 1 iiid this item

rorTpWt77fuconclerstandare
( ) moderately clear
( ) moderately ambiguous
( ) completely ambiguous

I fOend thls item
( ) difficult to answer
( ) mOderately difficult
( ) moderately easy
( ) easy to answer

Comments

45. I found this item
( ). completely understandable
( ) moderately clear
( ) moderately ambiguous
( ) completely ambiguous

Cements

I found this item
TWit to answer
( ) moderately difficult
( ) moderately easy
( ) easy to answer

46, l_found this item 1.1211:1=Lt_lun
( ) completely understandable ( ) difficult to arswer
( ) moderatelv.clear ( ) moderately diffizult
( ) moderately ambiguous ( ) moderately easy
( ) ccmpletel; ambiguo6s ( ) eas-y v A.VS.ver

Convents

8 0
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47. found this Item
) completely understandable

( ) moderately clear

( ) moderately ambiguous

( ) completely ambiguous

Comments

48. I found this It=
/ completely understanJable

49.

50.

70

I found this item
1Grc7"-Jitto answer
( ) modetately diffTedit
( ) moderately easy

(. ) easy to answer

I found this item
7cM777Jitto answer

(

(

Consents

I

) moderately clear
) moderately ambiguous
) completely ambiguous

(

(

(

) moderately difficult
) moderately easy
) easy to answer

found this Item I found this item

( ) completely understandable ( -) difficult to answer
( ) moderately clear ( ) moderately difficult
( ) moderately ambigUous ( ) moderately easy

( ) completely ambiguous ( ) easy to answer

Convents

LLOMILIALL-LUEB found this item
( difficult to answer) completely understandable

( ) moderately clear ( ) moderately difficult

( ) moderately ambiguous ( moderately easy
( ) completely ambiguous ( ) easy to answer

Comments

8 1
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Directions and Answer Sheet
for Critiquing Role DescrtPtion Questionnaire

Besides being interested in your answers to the items on the Role Description

Questionnaire, we would appreciate it very much if you would help us ssess the

technical adequacy of the questionnaire. It should be noted that this is Pre-

liminary version of the questionnaire; in the full survey, we plan to have check-

lists for the answers to many of the questions. We would appreciate your comments

on the item below,

1. What sections of the questionnaire would be most conducive to the checklist

format (e.g., for "Degree Held," a list of degrees would be provided; the re-

spondent would check the degree which he holds)?

2. Is the information requested in the "Present Position" and "Most Recent Previous

Position" sections clear? Do you have suggestions for clarifying the item if

you feel it is necessary? M.N.1=0

3. Is the information requested in the "Degree Held" section clear? Do you have

svggestions for clarifying the item if you feel it is necessary?

82
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72

- ir. Are the role descriptions provided clear? Do you feel they are sufficient? Are

there evaluation roles which were omitted and which you feel should be listed?

5. Did you have trouble identifying yourself according to the role descriptions?

If you did, how might the problem be alleviated?

8 3

.....
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Commission for the Study of the Evaluation Profession

Evaluation center I Collepot Education / TheOhicaltets University / Columbus. Ohl° 43210

November 30, 1972

. Dear Colleague:

Recently you received a letter from us requesting your
assistance in a pilot test of the Self Assessment of Evalu-
ation Skills instrument. To date, we have not received your
completed questionnaire. Your response is most important
in order to have an adequate critique of the items in the
instrument.

In case you might have misplaced the previous mailing.
we are enclosing copies of the, materials we sent to you
earlier. You will find another return envelope enclosed
for your convenience. Your cooperation in completing and
returning the materials will be greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,

444:01,11f,

Anne Sunda

(44.5kZ.

Daniel L. Stuffleb am
Study Co-directors
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Commission for the Study of the Evaluation Profession
CI

Evaluation Center / College of Education / TheObloStateUnivertity / Catumbus,Ohio 43210

December 19. 1972

Dear Colleague;

This is a last ditch effort -- there will be no further
follow-up harassment beyond this reminder. But please, if

"it is at all possible, aould you complete and return the
Self Assessment of Evaluation Skills (SAES) instrument which
we sent to you in November.

in case you might have misplaced the previous mailing,
we are enclosing copies of the materials we sent to you
earlier. You will find another return envelope enclosed for
your convenience. Your cooperation will be most appreciated.

8 6

Sincerely,

fl
<7

Daniel L. Stuffleiyam
Study Co-directoF

Bunda

4:1/1

14cie;-"V



November 30, 1972

Dear Colleague:

Recently you received a letter from us requesting your
assistance in a pilot test of the Self Assessment of Evalu-
ation Skills instrwent. To date, we have not received your

completed questionnaire. Your reSponse Is most Important
in order to have an adequate critique of the items in the

instrument. So Please, If you have not already done so, re-

turn the completed questionnaire intim envelope which wad

provided for you. Your cooperation will be greatly appre-

ciated.

,-) Sincerely,

&.44/19
Nary Anne BUnda Daniel L. Stuf eam

Stuicly toareciors

December 15. '972

Dew. Colleague

This is a last ditch effort -- there will be nu
further follow-up harassment beyond this reminder. but
please, if it is at .11 possible, would you comPlete and
return tne Self Assessment of Evaluation Skills (SAES:
instrument Wen we sent to you in November. Your cuup-
eration will be mg.st ePpreciated.

S I rocKluyip

sone Bunch Daniel le

Studt. Co-directors
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APPENDIX D

item Contamination Substudy
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Commission for the Study of the Evaluation Profestion

Evaluation Center / College of Eotroatton / TheOhioState University / Columbus. Ohio 43210

November 17, 1972

Mr. Anthony H. Goeree
Center 63r Vocational & Technical Education
190c. Kenny Road

Columbus, Ohio 43210

Dear Mr. Goeree;

With support from the U.S. Office of Education, the
rvaluation Center of The Ohio State University. in conjunction
with the Commission for the Study of the Evaluation Profession.
is collecting data to determine the ran.le of cflmpetencies and
interests in evaluati-, skills possessed by practicing evalu-
ators . and the relat i importance of these skills in lob
performance. A full survey of the evaluation profession is
planned 63r early Spring; at present, we are concerned with
refining the instruments to be used to collect these data.
You are receiving this letter because your name was drawn as
part of a nationwide random sample of persons interested in
educational evaluation.

Two instruments are enclosed with this letter. One is
SAES-S. a shortened version of the Self Assessment of Evalu-
ation Skills. The items in the tull SAES instrument comprise
a sample of skills chosen from the Universe of Evaluation
Competencies. The Universe was developed through research at
Ohio State combined with results from previous studies of
evaivatkin skill requirements. In the full survey of the
evaluation profession. the task will be to determine how these
skills relate to different evaluation roles. The data to be
collected will be used to deicribe the skill configurations ;r
various norm groups. The Role Description Questionnaire is
included so we may gather information to be used to determine
those norm groups.

We would like you to complete these instruments as if you

were a participant in the full survey so that we may do
preliminary analyses to see if the instruments are f.snctionpna
as intended. All of your answers will he corpiete;v con.i-
dential; only croup statistics will oe eeo(Jrzor.:. Tne anAer
sheets and other materials are nurPbered to r4Lii;Zate cnet.r)n:

off responses as they are received.

89
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We feel that this research is necessary to the growth
of the field of educational evaluation. Evaluation training
programs need to train students so they will be qualified to
accept "real world" Positions in evaluation, but to date so
little research has been done in this area that training
requirements relevant to real evaluation practice are unknown.

Your participation in this study will add to the knowledge
base in the field of educational evaluation, and your cooper-
ation will be greatly appreciated.

Please return the answer sheets In the pre-addressed
return envelope which has been provided for your convenience.
If you would like to have your name placed on the mailing list
for the Interfacer. the newsletter of the Evaluation Center's
Model Training Project. please fill in the form asking for
your name and address and enclose It with the other materials
in the return envelope.

Thank you very much for your help in this endeavor.

Enclosures

9 0

Sincet.Ay,

Anne Sunda,

Daniel L. Stuffle1169tn_

Study Co-directoriv



SELF ASSESSMENT OF EVALUATION SKILLS
(SAES-S)

Ican . . .
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1. preset.- a case for the evaluation of competing instructional strategies
and suggest alternate methodologies which might be used for the evaluation
of these strategies.

57. present a case for the evaluation of competing instructional strategies.

17. suggest alternate methodologies which might be used for the evaluation
of competing instructional strategies.

2. design and implement procedures for publishing and disseminating evaluation
reports.

62. design procedures for publishing and disseminating evaluation reports.

23. implement previously designed procedures for publishing and disseminating
evaluation reportn.

3. design and conduct an evaluation of an evaluation system.

55. design an evaluation of an evaluation system.

63. conduct an evaluation of an evaluation system given an appropriate
design.

4. design and implement evaluation studies that identify and assess competing
. ,

solution strategies for specified problem areas.

16. design evaluation studies that identify and assess competing solution
strategies for specified problem areas.

60. implement, given an appropriate design, evaluation studies that
identify and assess competing solution strategies for specified
problem areas.

5. describe the use of judgmental data in evaluation and techniques by which
judgments sho. 'd be collected.

38. describe the use of judgmental data in evaluation.

28. describe techniques by which judgments should be collected.

6. design, budget. arrange for, and support external audits of evaluation
systems.

43. design external audits of evaluation systems.

8. budget. arrange for, and support external audits of evaluation systems.

7. develop and put to work an organizational structure for the evaluation

system.

25. implement a previously developed organizational structure for the
evaluatiol system.

9 1
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21. develop an Drganizational structure for the evaluation system.

9. develop and implement a system for continually informing parent agency
personnel about the work of an evaluation unit.

12. develop a system for continually informing parent agency personnel
about the work of an evaluation unit.

31. Implement a previously developed system for continually informing
parent agency personnel about the work of an evaluation unit.

10. design and develop a data bank.

16. design a data bank.

59. develop a data bank, given an appropriate design.

11. develop and implement an in-service training program in evaluation for
persons at all levels of the parent agency.

20. implement an established in-service training program in ,tvaluation for
persons at all levels of the parent agency.

29. develop an in-service training program in evaluation fork'persons at
all levels of the parent a9ency

wsAe, to . to k.

13. design and implement evaluation studies that focus on needs, problems, and
opportunities within the parent agency.

39. design evaluation studies that focus on needs, problems, and oppor-
tunities within the parent agency.

3. implement designed evaluation studies that focus on needs, problems,
and opportunities within the parent agency.

15. design and implement a sound program of staff evaluation.

22. design a sound program of staff evaluation.

58. implement, given an appropriate design, a sound program of staff
evaluation.

16. design and implement a field experiment comparing alternative evaluation
techniques, e.g.. item sampling versus examinee sampling.

54. design a field experiment comparing alternative evaluation techniques.
e.g., item sampling versus examinee sampling.

27. implement, given a design, a field experiment comparing alternative
evaluation techniques, e.g., item sampling versus examinee sampling.

17. design and administer evaluation studies that assess the effectiveness of
projects.

92
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7. design evaluation studies that assess the effectiveness of projects.

64. administer, given an appropriate design, evaluation studies" that
assess the effectiveness of projects.

19. provide specifications for and control a management information system that
will maintain up-to-date information about program and project events and
activities.

5. provide specifications for a management information system that will
maintain up-to-date information about program and project events and
activities.

14. control, given spnifications, a management information system that
will maintain up-to-date infornation about program and project events
and activities.

20, use t aluation information to design and implement an agency accountability
system.

36. use evaluation information to design an agency accountability system.

O. implement, given an appropriate design, an agency accountability
system.

22. design and'implement quality control procedures for en information system.

41. design quality control procedures for an information system.

56. implement previously designed quality control procedures for an
information system.

23. organize and administer a data processing center related to meeting evalu-
ation objectives.

34. organize a data processing center related to meeting evaluation
objectives.

52. administer a previously organized data processing center related to
meeting evaluation objectives.

24. organize and administer an editorial service in relation to evaluation
reports.

2. organize an editorial service in relation to evaluation reports.

48. administer a previously organized editorial service in relation to

evaluation reports.

26. design and conduct a historical study of the development of educational
evaluation theory and practice covering a 10-year Period.

9 3
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50. design a historical study of the development of educational evalu-
ation theory and practice covering a 10-year period.

47. conduct, given an appropriate design, a historical study ef the
development of educational evaluation theory and practice covering
a 10-year period.

27. specify, oper-atioralize, and apply criteria for evallating evaluation
systems.

45. specify and eperationalize criteria fer evaluating evaluation systems.

37. apply a set of operationalized criteria to the evaluation of an
evaluation system.

28. organize and administer a standardized testing program.

23. organize a standardized testing program.

9. administer a previously organized standardized testing program.

31. design and administer programs of research, development, instruction, and
ser,,ice for the improvement of evaluation.

35. administer programs of research, development, instruction, and service
for the imfrovement of evaluation.

44. design programs of research, development, instruction, and service for
the improvement of evaluation.

32. design. budget, arrange for, and support internal audits of evaluation
system:.

13. design internal audits of evaluation systems.

61. budget, arrange for, and support internal ai.dits of evaluation systems.

33. develop and disseminate clear and concise descriptions of evaluation
s.,-.tems that can be understood by the public.

33. develop clear and concise descriptions of evaluation systems that can
be understood by the

18. disseminate descriptions of evaluation systems to the appropriate
public tnrough various means.

34. organize and administer a public information service in relation to evalu-
ation information.

24. organize a public information service in relation to evaluation
information.

9 1
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53. administer a previously organized public information service in
relation to evaluatIon information.

84

35. design and administer evaluation studies that monitor the implementation
of projects.

6. design evaluation studies that monitor the tmplementation of projects.

4 conduct, given an appropriate design, evaluation studies that
monitor the implementation of projects.

36. design and cor.duct a simulation study of alternative educational evaluation
processes.

10. design a simulation to teach alternative educational evaluation
processes.

51. conduct a simulation, given the materials, to teach alternative
educational evaluation processes.

(8 Original Single-verb SAES Items)

8. describe the use of standardized tests for placement and diagnostic
purposes.

12. provide stimulating leadership and direction to those who ;re serving in
evaluation ivies.

14. use audio-visual aids appropriately in making oral evaluation reports.

18. develop a schedule of reporting activities.

71. describe the dynamics of small group behavior.

25. design a sampling plan for field testing materials.

29. critique an evaluation report for its relevance to real decisiGn problems.

30. interpret test results given in stsndard score format such as, grade
equivalent. age equivalent. percentiles, deciles. or stanines.

9 5
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.ANSWER SHEET FOR tELFISSEiSMENT OF EVALUATION SKILLS (SAES)
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;Milcotrb M. Prows
Avahishon Research Confer
f.ffIversity of Virnmla
.Asktiiao Scrivert
'University of California at Oernelev
: Osniel Stufftebeam
Evalualiol Center
The Orli* State University

4M/gfilM, Tyler
.Science ReSetrCh Associates
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Commission for the Study of the Evaluation Profession

Evaluation Center / College of Education / The Ohlo State University / Columbus, Ohio 43216'

December 7, 1972

Dear Colleague:

Recently you received a letter from us requesting-yotor
assistance in a pilot test of the Self Assessment of palu-
ation:Skillt ihstrliittént. TO dité, We'hivi ñÔt tétisiVbd ydUr
completed questionnaire. Your response is most iMportant
in order to haw an adequate critique of the items in the
instrument.

In case you might have misOlaced the previous mailing,
we are enclosing copies of the materials we sent to you
earlier.. You.will find another return envelope enclosed
for your cohvenience. Your cooperation in completing and
returning the materials will be greatly appreciated.
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Sincerely,

Anne Sunda

/.. t.2/_
/

L /l
Daniel L. Stufflebeam
Study Co-directors
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Eight Logically-derived Categories of SAES Items
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t.
:

Cateory

1. Knowledge of innovation
in evaluation

2. Public relations

3. Data processing

4. EdUcational measurement

.5. EValuation administration

..7,7r.y,.-,r.,,.....e,.......-
, 1 --- '-':
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Item Numbers

1,2,9,10,15,21,29,30,35,58,67,80,82,

90,91,93,95,102,103;104,109,111,120,
131,132,134,135036,153;178,183,184,
187,188,193,198,202,204,208,211,215,
222,225,226,231,233

8,20,39,47,53,81,115,234

128,141,154,156,185,201,203,210,213,
217,224

34,55,66,76,83,97,100005006,107,
119,14q,144i1.52,155,157,158A59,161,
165 67 69 .v.10; P70:810 90'? 192 094,
19.6,197;220229;230;232

3,4,6,7;1103i i4;160.70.9.i4ai21,
28,32,,36,37430;40A4A5,46i54;56;593
60,61,63;68,13 ;74,75,7004AS 8'§.§2
96,98001008;112,11
130,149,199,200

-

.\

6.

7.

8.

Relating evaluation to
relevant disciplines

Communications

Ftesearch design analysis

124,162,180,182,186,1914195,206,207.
214,221,228

5,12,18,24,25,31,33,41,41,49,52,57,
62,64,70,74.72,79,86,88,99,118

23,42,48,50,51,65,69,77,87,94;110,
117,122,123,125 0_26,127,1290330 37,
138,139,140,143,145,146,147,148,150,
151,160,163,164,166,168,170,171,172,
171074; 1757179-,-189;2057209721.212167-- --
218,219,223,227

;
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ITEM DATA FOR SAES ITEMS
(Means, Standard Deviations, Inter.scale Correlations)

92

In the table below, item data for the 234 items .n the SAES instru-

ment (divided into the eight logically derived categories) are presented.

Means and standard deviations for the competence scale are given since

most other analyses described in this report pertain to competence only.

_In the inter-scaWcorreiations, rci is the correlation between competence

and interest, rem is the correlation between competence end importance,

and rim is the correlation between interest and importance.

..11

1 tem

1. KNOWLEDGE

Competence

OF INNOVATION

Standard
Deviation

4

IN EVALUATION

Inter-scale Correlations

Mean rcm

1 3.84 .76 .07 .13 .62

2 3.01 1.18 44 .52 .68'

9 3.58 .85 ... .39 .44 .70

10 3.70 .92 .52 .64 .70

15 3.16 1.08 .46 .54 .64

24---.-----3.62 1.01 .49 .38 .63

29 3.55 .93 .47 .40 .68

30 3.09 1.13 .59 .46 .51

35 3.36 1.06 .46 .47 .55

58 3.51 .87 .49 43 .62

67 2.96 .97 .44 .43 .69

80 3.35 1.01 .49 .57 .57

' 82 2.96 1.07 .49 .38 .66

90 3.36 .90 .6: .41 .63

91 3.10 .95 .59 .45 .68

93 3.64 .92 .39 .30 .76

95 3.44 .91 .54 .40 .63

102 3.31 1.00 .60 .44 .63

103 2.87 1.01 .63 .54 .62

104 3.51 .91 .53 .46 .67

109 3.16 ,92 .65 .30 .60

111 3.69 1.05 .58 .38 .60

120 3.03 1.06 .63 .63 .74

131 3.42 1.10 .70 .50 .73

106
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Item

)32
134

135
136

153
)78

183

184
187

i88
193
198

202
204
208

215

225
226
231

233

I. KNOWLEDGE Of INNOVATION IN EVALUATION (cont.)

Inter-scale CorrelationsCompetence

Mean Standard
Deviation

2.62

3.57
3.5)
3.87
3.77
3.12
3.68
2.79

3.26
2.89
2.73

3.51
2.71

3.60
2.99

3.22

L2-6-
2.18
3.10
2.81
2.32
3.0

.C2M215222t

Item Mean Standard ro
Deviation

8 3.38 1.05 .62

20 3.96 .79 .54

39 3.49 .93 .58
47 3.74 94 .33

53 3.55 .80 .60

81 2.77 .96 .34

115 3.09 1.09 .64

234 3.39 .95 . 6

.96

.88

.87

.82

.94

1.13

.85

.95

.91

.89

.a5

.98
1.00

.78

.93

, .95
1.19
.96

.94

1.03

1.08
2

ran rim

.65 .57 .60

.61 .61 .66

.53 .39 .61

.6; .54 .74

.48 .36 .55

.64 .66 .75

.59 .51 .73

.50 .45 .68

.73

.59 .47 .64

.66 .53 .74

.64 .49 .59

.60 .70 .69

.47 .40 .54

59 .40 .61

.66 .50 .63

-..66 .51 .74

.55 .36 .51

.63 .44 .58

.57 .43 .52
Jo .46 .72

.64 .40 .64

11. PUBOC RELATIONS

Inter-scale Correlations

ran

.21

.23

.39

.30

.47

.22

.46
.38

93

r Ira

.45

.32

.45

.54

*.50
.54
.52

.64
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III. QATA PROCESSING

Item Standard
Deviation

Inter-scale Correlations,Competence

Mean r .

ci cm
r.
Int

128

141

.134

-156

135

20
01
210
'213

224

2.12
2.27

3.17
2.95
3:03
2.32

2.10
2.83

2.0
2.60
2.76

.87

1.02

1.09

1.16
1.36
1.03

.88

.97

.99

1.02

.1.05

.

.25

.36

.60

.65

.70

.56

.48

.66

.57

.58

.54

.16

.34

.50

.43

.31

.34

35
.50

.36

47
.27

.37

.31

.55

.38

.45

.40

.:49

.52

;50
.56

IV. EDUCATIONAL MEASUREMENT

,Competence Inter-scale.Correlations

item mean Standard rdi ram rim
--DevtatIon

34 2.73 1.06 .35 .34 .55

55 3.49 1.00 .60 .46 .65

66 3.83 .98 .67 .46 .58

76 3.84 .89 .38 .35 .31
... 83 4.03 1.06 .55 .51 .75

97 3.64 1.13 .49 .43 .71

100 2.99 ---"I .52 .42 .74

105 4.18 .91 -.35 .43 .63

106 4.09 .93 .42 .36 .55

107 3.84 .78 .40 .35 .63

119 4.00 .82 .37 .30 .65

142 3.45 i.09 .67 .51 .54

044 3.84 1. o6 .52 .43 .40

152 3.95 .86 .46 .31 .63

155 3.66 .91 .68 .40 .54

157 2.79 .89 .62 .46 .60

158 4.26 .86 .53 .28 .46

159 3.22 1.31 .72 .70 .75

161 3.42 1.02 .61 .56 .70

165 3.88 1.14 .53 .36 .57

167 3.39 .88 .56 .55 .66

169 2.61 1.16 .76 .51 .77
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V. EDUCATIONAL MEASUREMENT (cont.)

_eollattaEt Inter-scale Correlations

IteM mean 'Standard r r1
ci

r

Deviant*

176 4.05 .94 .57 .38 .52

177 4.39 .83 144 .36 .42

18i 3.29 .98 .64 .54 .59

190 3.45 .98 .49 .47 .. .63

192 3.27 .94 .45 .37 .65

194 4.29 .81 .42 .25 .43

196 3.79 1.08 .52 .32 .50
-197 3.61 .93 .50 .52 .59

220 3.56 1.02 .60 .51 .75
229 3.87 1.00 .47 .45 .66

230 3.75 1.03 .62 .57 .70

232 3.43 1.03 .54 .50 .62

V. EVALUATION ADMINISTRATION

Competence Inter-scale Correlations

Item Mean Standard rc rcm rim

DeviatIva

3 3.97 .87 .38 .32 .51

4 2.75 1.11 .49 .58 .64

6 3.05 1.01 .33 .48 .49

7 3.22 .99 .63 .48 .64

11 2.88 1.07 .34 .28 .46

13 3.06 1.24 .55 .60 .60

14 3.66 .96 .43 .41 .71

16 3.54 1.14 .70 .59 .76

17 3.08 1.17 .67 .49 .66

19 2.65 1.07 .56 .42 .42

22 3.43 .94 .51 .50 .59

26 3.49 1.05 .51 .35 .47

27 3.89 .93 .63 .38 .39

a 3.69 .83 .46 .41 .50

32 3.38 .93 .45 .35 .60

36 4.30 .78 .53 .45 .55

37 2.76 .:5 .65 .59 .71

38 3.65 1.02 .52 .60 .54

40 3.58 1.07 .69 .38 .51

44 3.53 .97 .57 .57 .51

45 3.26 1.09 .43 .49 .47

46 3.49 .88 .52 .53 .53

54 2.77 .97 .65 .47 .65

_
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VI.

item

RELATING EVALUATION TO RELEVANT DISCIPLINES (cont.)

Competence Inter-scale Correlations

Mean Standard r
rcm r

imco
Deviation

195 2.42 .79 .51 .36 .65
206 3.29 1.07 .62 .59 .62 -3

207 2.51 .88 .44 .38 .66

214 2.65 .94 .54 .47 .57

221 2.34 .95 .58 .51 .61

228 2.18 .83 .64 .55 .62

VII. COMMUNICATIONS

P211211DIEE Inter-scale Correlations
1

Item. Mean Standard rci rcm r
ern

s;

Deviation

5 3.31 1.08 .47 .39 .61

12 4.07 .79 .35 .29 .69

18 3.08 1.11 .60 .50 .62

24 3.60 .94 .51 .27 .49

25 3.42 1.10 .52 .44 .70

31 3.21 1.18. .49 .45 .53

33 3.10 1.03 .49 .37 .66

4i 3.36 .99 .68 .68 .63

43 3.22 .96 .33 .31 .42

49 2.65 .94 .56 .48 .58

52 3.17 1.06 .58 .44 .57

57 3.26 1.02 .52 .34 .62

62 2.65 1.16 .56 .53 .58

64 3.53 .95 .56 .59 .66

70 2.73 1.03 .57 .49 .70

71 3.25 .71 .50 .47 .67

72 3.00 .89 .56 .47 .67

79 3.44 .85 .43 .37 .63

86 3.34 .98 .64 .48 .67

88 3.87 1.03 .53 .31 .55

99 3.38 .97 .49 .43 .55

118 3.44 .84 .51 .40 .58
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Competence inter-scale Correlations

Item Mean Standard rci ron r.
ins

Deviation

23 2.09 1.02 .63 .36 .38
42 2.66 .91 .56 .46 .54

48 3.71 .95 49 .30 .55
50 3.39 .92 .44 54 47
51 3.44 .97 .45 .31 .56

65 3.00 1.05 47 .47 .63

69 2.51 1.11 .63 .44 .61

77 4.25 .76 .40 .31 .60

87 2.45 .97 .41 .16 45
94 3.94 .86 .43 .10 .59

110 3.38 1.06 .65 .46 .51

117 2.95 1.00 .52 .32 .60

122 3.52 1.26 .53 .40 .60

123 .2.68 1.28 .57 .53 .59

125 3.55 1.06 .64 .47 .60

126 3.38 ..97 .58 .51 .61

127
. 3.,94 .83 47. .24 *.48

.....

129 2.49 1.19 .65 .36 .63

133 2.77 1.05 .50 .31 .59

137 3.19 1.01 .76 .56 .70

138 2.79 .98 .52 .48 .66

139 3.29 1.13 .73 .56 .69

140 3.22 1.19 .66 .55 .54

143 2.65 1.12 .66. .54 .63

145 2.97 1.04 .61 .51 .66

146 2.35 1.13 .66 .49 .55

147 2.90 1.12 .69 .57 .62

148 3.44 .99 .69 .68 .78

150 3.44 .84 .55 .43 .62

151 2.81 1.01 .63 .46 .60

160 3.00 .84 .50 .43 .58

163 3.56 1.02 .41 .39

164 3.31 1.05 .66 .49 .64

166 3.16 1.05 .61 .39 .49

168 2.78 .98 .54 .44 .59

170 2.86 .98 .65 .54 .60

171 2.97 1.33 .69 .56 .64

172 3.13 i.04 .59 .50 .70

173 3.81 1.06 .64 .35 .50

)74 2.40 94 .62 .60 .65

175 3.19 .84 49 .30 .56

o.
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Me

item

ConIpce

Standard
Deviation

1nter-scale Correlation

Mean rd r rim

179 3.21 1.02 .57 .43 .57 ;

Is§ 3.57 ..92 .29 .37 .65

205 3.56 1.07 .68 .48 .62

209 2.60 1.15 .72 .43 .58
212 2.51 1.08 .65 .40 .59
216 2.92 .96 49 .48 .63

218 3.92 .85 .47 .38 .67

119 3.83 .77 .41 .27 .59.

223 3.04 .91 .59 .49 .61

321 2.20 .99 : 1. ----. 42_

444

4
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--Revised SAES Items

In general, all double verb items noted in the Item Contamiriation.epell
Study should be divided into two separate single verb items, as shown

in Appendix-0:

In addition, it is recommended that the following items be revised

or dropped from the SAES instrument which appears in Appendix A.

Recommendation

Revise to read "I can critique an evaluation report to
determine the cost-effectiveness of the program (or project,
materials, etc.) being evaluated."

23 Drop from SAES

37 Revise to read "I can project funding requirements (including
core internal support, external support, and a fee struc-
ture for external evaluation services) for the evaluation
system.v

41 Revise to read "I can provide information which can be
used to effectively disseminate a curriculum package."

,5 Revise to read "I can formulate a budget for a speciric
evaluation study."

50 Revise to read "I can conceptualize a set of performance
indicators that would form the basis for a school district's
evaluation.infonmation system."

51 Revise to read "I can conduct a comparative study among extant
curricular materials and a new curriculum package."

58 Revise to read "I can present a case for the evaluation qf
competing instructional strategies and suggest alternate
(valuation methodologies which might be used."

60 Revise to read "I can project cost and political implications
from evaluation reports that assess competing program
strategies."

67 Revise to read "I can describe and analyze several major
current programs of research, development, and instruction

in evaluation."

69 Revise to read "I can discuss the assumptions underlying
equal appearing interval scaling techniques and Thurstonian
scaling techniques."

115
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81 Revise to read "1 can design a video-tape presentation of
an evaluation report."

92 Drop from SAES

103 Revise to read "I can describe a specific evaluation system
to a group of evaluation theoreticians, relating eie
system to extant theoretical formulations in evaluation."

111 Revise to read "I can describe the difference between
,formative and summative evaluation in terms of information
needs."

124 Drop from SAES

126 Revise to read "I can understand and judge the utility of
projected data analyses."

134 Revise to read "I can generate criteria for evaluating a
developmental instructional program such as 'Individually
Prescribed Instruction'."

141 Revise to read "I can describe the basic structure of the
FORTRAN computer lai.,.age."

143 Revise to read "I can compare and contrast the definition
of true score (from classical measurement theory) with the
definition of universe scdre (in genel'alizability theory)."

157 Revise to read "I can discuss current developments in the
field of educational measurement."

159 Revise to read "I can develop a general design (or test
blueprint) to guide me in constructing a test."

162 Revise to read "I can analyze the ielevance of demographic
data to educational evaluation."

167 Revise to read "I can analyze data from open-ended interviews."

169 Drop from SAES or remove "jargon" from item

170 Rewrite as four separate items

i78 Drop from SAES

181 Drop from SAES

182 Revise to read "I can incorporate major theories in decision-
making into a discussion of their utility in educational
evaluation."

116
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Item Recommendation

185 Revise to read "1-can carry through computer-based analysis
of variance, multiple regression studies, and factor analysis
using canned programs."

186 Revise to read "1 can describe and analyze the present state
of development of the educational evaluation profession."

189 Revise to read "I can conduct a literature review in a
substantive area, write a report from that review, and
present the report to a curriculum development group."

195 Revise to read "I can relate the major principles of Wor-
mation theory to current models of educational evaluation."

202 Revise to read "I can discuss advocate team methodology and
contrast it with traditional site visit methikkilbly.:"-

208 Revise to read "I can set up a framework within which program
personnel can generate solution strategies for specified

4 problems which are both testable and creative."

218 Revise to read "1 can arrange for the conditions under which
data are to be gathered (including proper orientation for
teachers)."

221 Revise to read "1 can describe several evaluation theories,
models, and practices from fields other than education."

228 Drop from SAES or rewrite as two items
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A PARTIAL VALIDATION OF THE NEW CONCEPTUALIZATION OF EVALUATION COMPETENCIES*
. :

Mary Anne Sunda ?cit

Western Michigan University

The definition of a profession in terms of the universe of behaviors

which comprise the activity in that profession is not new, as Tom Hastings

has pointed out (in another paper presented in the same AERA session). There

is, however, a unique aspect to the Universe of Evaluation Competencies

developed in the Ohio State Model Training Project. The uniqueness is that

we believe all individuals in the field have some competence across the range

of skills; differences in areas of expertise may be reflected in a profile

of those skills. The teft of this assumption was planned through the developu .

ment and refinement of the Self Assessment of Evaluation Skills (SAES)

instrument.

The initial draft of the instrument was written witn the desire to

dllineate the universe of behaviors by which the evaluation professio'n is

chlaracterized at all levels of involvement and expertise. The initial draft

was divided into ten major categories, each of which is necessary to build

evaluation as a profession in the view of tne authors of the instrument. These

categories are: (1) Administrative Leadership in Evaluation, (2) Research

in Evaluation, (3) Development of Evaluation.Methodology, (4) Instruction in

Evaluation, (5) implementation in Evaluation, (6) Development of Evaluation

Systems, (7) Diffusion of Evaluation Developments, (8) Use of Evaluation in

Educational Leadership, (9) Use of Evaluation in Teaching, and (10) Use of

*A paper presented at the annua) meeting of the American Educational
Research Association, New Orleans, Louisiana, February 28, 1973.

**The author expresses appreciation to all Model Training Project staff

whose work is reported in this paper; in particular to Ms. Evelyn Brzezinski,
who designed the pilot study and has had significant impact on the direction

of the research.
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Evaluation in Curriculum Development. Tne hope was that this instrument

could be used to study the members of the evaluation profession and thus

aid those involved in training evaluators.

Although the evaluation profession nas been investigated several times

in conjunction witn other professional educational roles (e.g., researchers),

it has never been the topic of an ire.depth study itself. The SAES instru-,

ment then, was to be used in a national survey of the members of the

evaluation profession. A national study of those engaged in evaluation

attivIfiii would yield date which.compre the competencies of persons in one

role of evaluation activities (such as director of an evaluation unit) with

those of persons in another role (such as technical assistant to an evalua-

tion project). Tne instrument, therefore, was constructed to include items

from various content areas. lt was noped tnat no one content area was

explicated better tnan another.

Tnree major areas required further study before the national survey

could take place:

(I) Tne content of the instrument (i.e., the items) had to be
considered valid

(2) Tne scoring system or profiling plan had to be sound.

(3) Tne response format had to be valid and reliable.

The initial procedure was.content validation of the items in the

instrument. Tnis procediore nad twc complementary activities. The first

activity involved a search of extant literature which dealt with skills

possessed by evaluators. Tne literature was searched for confirmation of

the skills included in the draft items and for additional skills which were

documented as necessary for successful evaluative operation. Tne success

of the instrument Wes assumed to be based upon its scope. Redundancy of
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skills or slight differences.in the presentation of skills were not con-

sidered important factors. Rather, primary importance wes ptaced upon

scope and completeness.

The second activity in content validation involved requesting leaders

in the field of evaluation to review the SAES instrument. These individuals

were sent the instrument, asked to critique each item, use the scale that

had been developed to report their own skill, and add items concerned with

skills which had been Omitted from the initial list. In this way two sorts

of data were collected. The scope of the items was validated and somewhat

enlarged, while the preliminary scoring system and response format were

tested.

The preliminary scoring system followed the ten roles which were used

to develop the instrument and which were described earlier. After data

were collected in terms of the initial ten roles. several shortcomings of the

scoring system were discovered. First, overlap among the scales wes not

consistent. Some roles were more inter-dependent than others. Second, the

response categories which were constructed were not an exhaustive set. Con-

sequently, a decision %es made to develop a new scoring system based upon

the results of a factor analysis of the instrument, to be performed after

the data from the national survey were collected. Several interim scoring

systems were used and one of them will be presentee later in this paper.

Other major changes occurred in the instrument in its early develop-

mental stages. Most significant among these changes %es the development

of several response scales. Initially, data were collected only in terms

of the competence a person perceived himself as having in each of the skills.

The definition of these response categories is in Table I. Initially, it

was assumed that this scale %QS ro4ust enough to allow for data collection
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Orom incumbent evaluators, from students in an evaluation training program,

and from learning experiences. If the computerized guidance system which

Dan Stufflebeam described (in a paper presented in the same AERA session)

were to be implemented, all three types of data would be necessary. However,

it soom became apparent that the scale lacked specificity for individuals

and was completely inappropriate for gathering data about learning experiences.

Besides, information concerning the present competencies of ihcumbent evalua-

tors alight not necessarily give good data about the training needs of the

field, and therefore should not be automatically inputted into a computerized

guidance system. Thus, the incumbent evaluator form of the instrument was

revised to include two scales in addition to competence. The scales used

in the pilot test are presented in Table 2. The importance scale was

introduced to help delineate areas of skill which were perceived by practicing
4

evaluators as important to specific Toles in the field. The importance

scale is a combination of frequency of use and criticality. These two

factors jointly were believed to determine the necessity of a certain skill

in any job. However, because the scale was not unidimensional, many respond-

ents had trouble using it. In future studies with the instrument, the

importance scale will have to be rewritten. The interest scale was developed

because it perhaps would be useful to know the,patterns of interest held

by members of various mies in evaluation. This form of the instrument was

administered orally to students in an evaluation training program and to a

small group of professional evaluators.

Only a few minor changes in the wording of items took place after this

test. The instrument was considered ready to be piloted on a group of

incumbent evaluators from our mailing list. It was hoped that the mailing
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list. it was hoped that the mailing list would comprise all it ividuals

involved in evaluation activities throughOut the country. Finding a

list of such individuals proved to be no small task. An initial pool of

names to be used In the full survey was the mailing list.of members of

Oivision H of AERA. Before the list arrived, stratified sampling was

planned, the stratifying variable being jobs as indicated by mailing

addresses. The list, however, turned out V) have home addressed for 117%

of the division members. This caused us to abandon any hope of stratifi--

cation by job. The list also failed to inciude many people who were known

evaluators. Two plausible reasons come to mind immediately. First, Division

H is relatively new in the organization and members of long-standing in

other divisions may have failed to affiliate with Division H. Second,

since the title of the division is Scbool Evaluatiory and Program Development,

individuals in evaluation roles in labs, centers, OT universities may have

felt that Oivision H does not represent their interest. In order to have

a maiiing list which adequately represents all evaluation roles, therefore,

additions were made to the division list. Several sources were used to

enlarge the list: (1) the present mailing list for the Interfacter, a

monthly newsletter published by the Ohio State University Model Training

Project, which included evaluators from the Model Training Project consortium

agencies, (2) personal address file of several evaluation specialists, and

(3) two lists of evaluation consultants compiled by Bob Stake. The list

that we used when drawing the sample for the pilot test, then, was composed

of approximately 2,500 names and addresses.

Since the hope was to perform a factor analysis on the instrument after

the full survey, a decision was made not to item sample in the pilot test
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but rather to ask each individual to respond to each of the 234 items on

each of the three scales. We realized that the length of the task would

depress our response rate. Something had to be done to encourage respond

ents to fill out the instrument. First, we formed a "Commission for the

Study of the Evaluation Profession" to endorse our study. The Commission

was balanced with leaders in the field of evaluation by geographical area

and by their present role. That is, we invited Commission membership

from the public sChool sector and the university sector of the evaluation

profession. Each Commission member was asked for a commitment of at least

two days 0 his time; the two days of work devoted by the Commission members

involved a critique (prior to the pilot test) of the survey plan and instru-

ments to be used in the survey and a critique of the reporting format for

the full survey. Permission was requested to list each Commission member's

_name_on the cover letter stationery used in the pilot test. _

The second strategy for improving our response rate involved a promise

to respondents. In the full survey we planned to return to each respondent

his score profile along with a booklet of mean profiles for each evaluative

role. Since the scoring system was to be developed through a factor analysis

of the full survey data, profiles would not be ready after tne pilot test.

Also, the data collected in the pilot might not be representative enough

(because of a low response rate) to create norm profiles. Rather than use

an a priori scoring system and send out score profiles without the appropriate

norms to help interpret individual profiles, another sort of "pay-of0 was

promised to respondents. The Ohio State University Model Training Project

at that time was.publishing a monthly newsletter called the lnterfacer which

included spotlights on various consortium agencies, units within the
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Evaluation Center, and students in the Model Training Project. Respondents

who completed the pilot test forms were offered the opportunity to be

placed on the mailing list to receive that newsletter.

In addition to the SAES instrument, a role description questionnaire

was also Included in the pilot test packet. The role description question-

naire was developed for use in the pilot test and, in a revised format, in

the full survey. This questionnaire asked for various sorts of demographic

and role data to help ascertain in what role group an individual belonged

and to describe the norm groups in terms of academic experience, average

length of time in position, etc. ln addition, twenty-four educational roles

were described and respondents wire asked to Oace themselves within any

one of the roles or to describe their present position. !lopes were to

refine this questionnaire to a checklist for the full national survey.

The decision not to item sample led to another problem besides the

possibility of a low response rate. Tne mailing cost for each instrument

packet was fifty-six cents. Efforts were made to study the conditions under,

which we would get maximum response rate for the smallest mailing costs.

Two major areas of mailing costs (reply format and follow-up format) were

studied in the pilot test. A pilot test sample of 252 persons was randomly

drawn from our population -- 120 persons With home addresses and 132 persons

with business addresses. These subjects were randomly assigned to a six-

cell matrix which represented three different reply formats (stamped return--

envelope, business reply envelope, and return envelope with no stamp) and

two follow-up formats (postcard follow-up or follow-up letter plus question

naire).

Tne results of the pilot test Included the following:
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Of the 252 instrument packets mailed, 77 were usable responses,

8 were incomplete responses, 21 were blank or undeliverable, and

146 were nonrespondents. Thus only 4296 of the questionnaires

which were mailed ever found their way back to the Ohio State

office. A telephone follow-up of a 15% random sample of the

nonrespondents gave some leads to the causes of our low response

rate. Of the sample nonrespondents, apprOximately 10% had

cnanged positions and the forms had not been forwarded to them;

arproximately 20% said they were not evaluators and therefore

did not complete the forms; approximately 20% indicated that

they had completed or partially completed the instrument and

returned it (however, we never received it). Forty percent of

the sampled nonrespondents said they they did not complete the

instrument because it was too long.

(2) The results of the tests of the manipulation of response and

follow-up formats were:

(a) no Aignificant difference in the return rate between persons

who had received the questionnaire at home and at the

office.

(b) no significant difference in rate of return between postcard

followup and letter plus questionnaire follow-up either at

the home or the oar-Cu-640bn.

(d)

no significant difference in response rates of the return

format of the home address respondents.

a significant difference did occur in the response rates of

the return formats at the office addresses. After one
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follow-up, the business reply return rate was significantly

higher than the no stamp return envelope at the :05 level.

After the second follow-up notice the return rate elicited

by business reply envelopes was significantly higher than

the ne stamp returns at the .01 level and the stamped

envelope.return was greater than the no stamp return at the

.025 level.

On the basis of these statistics, decisions were made which would

cut mailing costs during the full survey (e.g., businesi reply

envelopes were chosen as most economical).

(3) The roles into which our respondents.were:classified are displayed

in Table 3. As you can see, the majority of the respondents class-
_

ified themselves into roles other than evaluation. The "other

administrator" group includes deans, school superintendents, etc.

The "other university professors" includes professors of, for

example, educational administration, curriculum, and sociology.

The group labeled "other" includes program and product developers,

psychologists, secondary school teachers, and institutional

researchers.

It was hoped that the results of the pilot test could also include some

typical profiles of several of the role categories. However, because the

roles were so varied, any one role had very few individuals in it. There-

fore, profiles drawn on the basis of any one group would be midleading.

However, a sample profile of skills is presented in Table 4 for illustrative

purposes. The two groups represented are administrators of evaluation or

research and researchers or statisticians. The profile scoring system was
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developed by sorting the SAES skills into a priori categorie's. This sample

profile is presented to illustrate what thelresults of the national survey

might look like. Examples of the typb of items in each of the categories

are listed in Table 5. The sample profiles are drawn for the competence

scale only. It is meant to be illustrative of the differentiation of roles

on an evaluation team in terms of competence

Furiher analyses of the pilot test data are being completed at The

Ohio State University. Included in these analyses it 4 study of itein

contamination. As you probably noticed from the sample items, some of the

.SAES items contain two verbs, such as "to design and Implement". To detetnithi

if responses to double verb items differed from responses to items which con-

tain a single verb, a small sub-study was conducted. Each of the 28 items

in SAES which contain a double verb was divided into two single verb items,

and three experimental instruments were created: 28 double verb items, 56

single verb items, and 28 single verb items which are a random half of the

batal 56 single verb items. Tne complete analysis of these data has not

been completed, but will appear in the final report of the Ohio State Model

Training Project.
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ORIGINAL SCALE

I. No Competency

Respondent has no training base from which to work and would
be completely unable to perform this task.

115

2. Minimum ComPetencY

Respondent has had some training and experience in this area,
but does hat feel confident enough to perform the task without
lurthertrainiAg or complete-supervision by somiond kribwledge-

_ able in this area..

3. Moderate Competency

Respondent has had fairly thorough training and experience.in
this area and could perform the task moderately well, bur his
skills are not up to date and many other people in the field
have much more expertise in this area.

4. High Competency

Respondent has a good background In this area and is com-
pletely comfortable in performing this task. Some people in
thelield however, still possess more expertise in this area.

5. Superior Competency

Respondent is completely confident in performing this task and
has done creative work .in this area. (S)He is one of the most
skillful pePsons in the profession in this area.
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SCALES USED IN PILOT TEST_

Competence Scale

1. No Competence - Respondent has no base from which to, respond and would be
completely unable to perform this task, or does not understand
the terminology.

2. Minimum Competence - Respondent could perform this task minimally well only
with extensive study. He does, however, know enough
about the area to hire a knowledgeable consultant.

3. Moderate Competence - Respondent could perform this task moderately well
with minimal study and well with extensive study.

4. Hilbtompetence - Respondent could perforlio this task well with minimal study.
"and-exteptiWR317,-Well With exteeitilie

5. Superior Competence - Respondent could perform this task exceptionally well
without study.

Interest Scale

, I. Negative Interest - Respondent finds this area repugnant.

2. No interest - Respordent has absolutely no interest in this area.

3. Minimal Interest -4Respondent finds the area somewhat interesting but can
generally find more enjoyable activities to engage in.

4. High Interest - Resl..ndent has genuine interest in this area but there
are professional activities he finds more enjoyable.

5. Superior Interest - There are few professional activities that the respondent
would rather engage in.

Importance Scale

1. No Importance- Respondent almost never performs this task and considers it
irrelevant to his professional performance.

2. Minimal Importance - Respondent occasionally performs this task but considers
it irrelevant bp his professional performance.

3. Moderate Importance - Respondent occasionally performs this task and considers
it relevant to his professional performance.

4. High Importance - Respondent often performs this task and considers it
relevant to his professionai performance.

5. Crucial Importance - Ability to perform this task regardless of its frequency
is vital to, the respondent's successful functioning.
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Knowledge of Innovation in Evaluation
M = 46

Public Relations
M = 7

° 1 Data Processing
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. 11

Educational Measurement
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Evaluation Administration Skills
M m 50

Relating Evaluation to Relevant Disciplines
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Communications
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Research Design Analysis
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1 administrator: research

2 administrator: evaluation'

3 other administrator

4 professor: research cobrsei.
(e.g., design, statistics)

5 Professor: evaluation COurSOSI
(e.g., theory, design)

6 professor: development Cou_raW
(e.g., media utilization,
instructional design)

7 other college professor

8 specialist: evaluation dOiignj

9 specialist: evaluation .

implementation

10 consuftant: evaluation

11 researcher

1.2 statistician/dato analyst

13 evaluator of Federal projeCtS.

s

12 13 other

4
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Table 5

ITEM EXAMPLES

I. Knowledge of Innovation in Evaluation

1. I can compare and contrast instructional research and evaluation.

119

58. 1 caa present a case for the evaluation of competing instructional
strategies and suggest alternate methodologies which might be used.

93. I can design mechanisms to collect judgmental information concerning
the worth of a curriculum package.

211. I can select, organize, and lead groups of professionals to generate
alternative program strategies and project designs.

II. Public Reiations

47. 1 can use audio-visual aids appropriately in making oral evaluation
reports.

81. I can design an evaluation report to be presented by video-tape.

234. I can describe and analyze user attitudes toward evaluation.

111. Data Processing

154. I can design and develop a data bank.

156. I can develop forms and proedures for managing the data processing
operations of an evaluation system.

224. I can design an information system according to which data are to
be coded, stored, and retrieved.

IV. Educational Measurement

34. I can list what audio-visual mat.mials are available for the
training of evaldators.

119. I can write forced-choice and free-choice test items.

176. I can select a test that has been normed on an appropriate group.

V. Evaluation AdministratIon

4. I can marshal political support for evaluation activities.

96. I can develop a PERT network.

200. I can delineate evaluation authority and responsibility within the
agency's organizational structure.
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Table.5 (cont.)
1210

VI. Relating Evaluation to Relevant Disciplines

124. I can write an analysis of the relevance of economic theory to
educational evaluation..

207. <I can relate the major research strategies and theories of sociology,
political science and economics to evaluation problems.

228. I can state the basic principles of value theory and utility
theory and compare and contrast the relevance of these fields for
theory development in educational evaluation.

VII. Communications

5. I can prepare a 20-minute slide-tape presentation on problems in
evaluation.

70. I can organize and administer an editorial service in relation to
evaluation reports.

118. I can develop and disseminate clear and concise descriptions of
evaluatlonsystems that can be understood by the public.

VIII. Research 'Design Analysis

94. I can design controlled research studies of small units in a

curriculum.

189. I can conduct a literature review, write it up, and present it to

a curriculum development group, irrespective of substantive area.

227. I can defend the choice of an oblique rotation or an orthogonal

rotation in a factor analysis study.


